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SANTA. FE NEW M XICA1N
SANTA FE, N. M., SATURDAY, AUGUST 11. 1906.

VOL. 43.
WORK PROGRESSING
ON NEW JAIL

NEW MEXICO BOYS
IN

FIRST

BATTLE

Captured Enemy
in Hard Fight.
FE

week.

SOL

A. T. Read Fell From Austin

Street Car Troops Are
Imposing Sight,
Staff Correspondent R. E. Boothe.
Canip Mabry, Tex., Aug. 10 "(jom-panfix bayonets! To the charge!
Forward double time March!"
No sweeter sound ever fell upon the
cars of tired, dust covered khaki uniformed "Doughboys" than the above
from the lips of Captain B. C. Abbott,
after we had marched for fifteen miles
all over the State of Texas, chasing
a foe that existed only in the imagination of certain staff officers who sat
and
astride their steeds
grimly
watched the slaughter.
The Santa Fe boys.membersofCom-pan"F," First Infantry, Now Mexico
National Guard obeyed promptly.
They swept down the rock strewn
mountain side and out upon the roadway; then they saw the enemy, a wagon load of the finest watermelons that
ever blushed a greenish hue as the
sun kissed thorn and nothing more
formidable than a big Texas fanner
commanding. After a desperate fight
he was defeated and retreated in disorder. The watermelons resisted to
the last. One by one however they
were taken from the wagon by the
brave New Mexico veterans, who bathed their bayonets in gore to the Wit.
who
Abbott,
charged
Captain
his
of
men,
head
at
the
the largest
gaillantly singled out
and
after a
one ( watermelon)
desperate hand to hand struggle caine
off victorious having dispatched the
foe with his sword. He was not
wounded. The company was promptly ordered to "Fiilll out" and bury
the dead which was done with "military honors," all members of the comThis finished, the
pany participating.
boys gathered about the graves of
the fallen, and gave three hearty
cheers for "Our Captain." Owing to
the sense of modesty, the "little skirmish" was not reported at brigade headquarters as New Mexico's loss was
small.
The above and many like humorous
incidents have served thus far to break
the routine of camp life and make the
boys, forget that, 'hiking is work."
Fine Education for Young Americans.
Seriously though, the maneuvers at
finest
the
are
Mabry,
Camp
possible a young Amerschooling
time of wai
ican, that in the
rudimenta
have
he may
callary knowledge of what be may be
ed upon to do. The New Mexico bo-'are a credit to their Territory. They
have marched, worked, and done guard
duty cheerfully and well.
Bacon, (beans, hardtack "bull neck"
and coffee do not compose the mos'
delectable bill of fare yet there has
not been any waste of sighs and tear?
for cooking "like mother use to do."
Company from Santa Fe consisted of fourteen men and two commissioned officers until its arrival ai
Camp Mahry when It was detailed
with "A" company of Las Cruces, making a total of 35 men under command
of Captain Abbott. The trip to Austin
was uneventful except for the fact that
Sergeant Charles Viera, ot Samta Fe.
Issued a formal challenge to any one
on the train for a clog dancing contest which he won.
Captain Abbott has gained popularity by his considerate, though strict
enforcement of military regulations.
Incidentally It might be stated that he
bought out a pie counter for the com
pany, which did not in the least detract from his standing. The boys
were hungry.
Military Operations on Extensive
Scale.
The general military operations are
conducted on an extensive scale and
It Is an Imposing sight to see the long
lines of khaki clothed soldiers, stretching out for several miles, with skirmishers deployed and the artillery covering points of vantage. The guardsmen take an active Interest In the
the work. The regulars perfonm their
duties with a machine like precision,
which Is the admiration of every
"Rookie" In the camp. Their guns
form a perfect line of flashing steel
as they march and at the halt, down
tlhey come with a single thud, no matter how long the line. However, ceremonial drills have given way to the
more practical work of field campaigning, Which is not so spectacular but
much more useful In war. The mounting of guard, the most Important part
of a soldier's duty, is carried out In d,1tail and the guardsmen are learning
a great deal.
A, T. Read, of Santa Fe, wa Injured.
With the exception of the accidental
shooting of a regular soldier and the
death of another, as the result of a
fight when off duty, the only serious
accident to mar the camp life was
that which occurred to A. T. Read, of
Santa Fe. While off dJty, on leave
of absence, he with comrades, went to
Austin to see the sights. In trying
to catch a moving car, he struck violently against a telephone pole and was
knocked to the ground dn an unconscious condition, The boys removed
By

y

"We expect to have the building finished on time," Contractor John A.
Laughlin remarked this morning to a
reporter of the.New Mexican. Mr.
Laughlln arrived' in the city last night
from Trinidad, in company with W.
M. Rapp, of tne architect firm of I. H.
and W. M. Rapp, which designed the
new jail structure.
"We have the concrete on the cell
house little over half done already,"
Mr. Laughlin continued when asked
for Information concerning the work
being accomplished. "While the cell
house Is only one story It Is the height
of two. When it Is completed and the
concrete has hardened a man will not
be able to bore a hole through It in
twenty-fou- r
hours. The brick masons
will start to work the middle of next
week on tho residence part of the
building."
Mr, Laughlin is just finishing up a
large concrete job at Trinidad. It is
nothing more or less than building a
one
bank of
along
high wall
the Animas river that flows through
the city to protect its business portion
from a repetition of the disastrous
flood of a few years ago. This wall
will be four and one half blocks in
length when completed or a. distance
of one thousand, four hundred feet.
The wall is being made four feet thick
at the base and tapers until It Is one
foot thick at the top. It will be
feet high and will cost the city
about 120,000.
This protecting wall Is being built
in practically the same way as the
cell house of the new county jail here.
It Is claimed that a concrete wall
which is thus reinforced is as strong
as an ordinary stone wall six feet
thick. Steel rods are placed in both
vertical and horizontal positions. In
the cell house the vertical rods are
being placed two feet apart and the
horizontal rods one foot apart.
As evidence of the strength of the
reinforced concrete walls Mr. Laugh-Iltells of a recent experience he had
In Trinidad. In building this river
wall one portion of it was found to
have bulged out slightly. As the
had only been dumped in the
day before and was still "green," he
thought that he could straighten out
the kink with the aid of i plank and
a couple of
lie tried It
without making the slightest impres
sion on the wall. The wall has already
proved Its usefullness during the recent high
water. Notwithstanding
the fact that there was no earth to reinforce It tho wall was capable oi
withstanding the immense pressure
brought against it and there Is not
a single crack in its entire length.
Messrs, Laughlin and Rapp expect
to finish their business here today.
The former will return to his home at
Trinidad, while the latter 'will stop for
a few days at Las Vegas. I. H. Rapp,
who has charge of the office of the
firm in the Meadow City is at present
touring with his wife and other relatives in Europe.
twen-ty-ou- e

con-cret- e

jack-screw-

CHICAGO HEIR
KILLED BY TRAIN
C."

W. Shippey" Who Had 'Just"Been
Left $100,000 Meets Sudden Death
While Going to Family.

Charles W.
Chicago, Aug., 11.
Shippey, 47 years old, a well known
real estate dealer, was Btruck and
killed last night by a train which
he was about to board at Englewood,
to go to Rex Terrance, Michigan,
where his family, is spending the summer. In nis pocket was a newspaper
clipping containing an account of the
death of Webster Bachellor, of San
Francisco who had left Shippey
$100,-00-

STEAMER WRECKS
MONSTER

CALL FOR DEMO- CRATIC CONVENTION KILLED

01

E

NICHOLAS

Issued Yesterday Evening by Secretary Charles F. Easley 177
Delegates.

One Hundred Shots
Fired by Imperial
Guards.

St. Petersburg,
Aug., 11. Grand
Duke Nicholas Nlcholalevitch, presi
dent of the council of National Defense, narrowly escaped assassination
yesterday afternoon at the hands of
the Imperial guards In the Guard Camp
at Krasnoye, Selo. It appears that
tho Grand Duke was viewing the manand putting
the troops
euvering
through blank firing practice when ho
suddenly was startled by a wasp like
sound, tne hissing of bullets about
'
his head.
Neither Duke Nor His Horse Injured.
Fortunately neither himself nor his
horse were touched. The command to
cease firing was immediately given
and the soldiers of the regiment from
which the bullets came were marched
back to their quarters. An Investiga
tion was made and it Is said that sev
eral arrests followed. "It was no more
of an accident," said one of the
Grand Duke's aids, "than was the fir
ing of a charge of grape shot from a
saluting battery at the Winter Palace
on the occasion of the blessing of the
waters of the Neva by the Emperor a
year, and a half ago." The bold attempt
on the life of the Grand Duke caused
an immediate change in the plans of
the Emperor who had arranged to go
to Krasnoye. Selo today.
Fired Over 100 Shots But all Went
Wild.

Fully a hundred shots were fired
but the Impatience of the conspira
tors led them to open fire at such a
distance as to frustrate their object.
Before the maneuvers began all hall
cartridges were taken from the troops,
the officers searching the cartridge
pouches of the soldiers.
Murder and Robbery Daily at Warsaw.
Warsaw, Aug., 11. An increditable
si su e of affairs reign at Warsaw and
Lodz.. The inhabitants are at the
mercy of bandits, anarchists and terrorists. Murders and robbery reports
which are not published, occur dally.
2.000 Sailors and Soldiers to be Court
Martialed.
St. Petersburg Aug. II. After a pre
liminary Investigation the Military and
Naval prosecutors have derided to try
hy court martial no less than two
thousand soldiers and sailors who participated In the Orensladt and Sveaborg
mutinies. The prospects ot the men,
however, have been brightened by the
lecision o( the Emperor to appoint two
extraordinary eornuiKsi ns to invest!
gate the causes of the outbreaks at
Cronstadt and Sveaborg and to determ
ine responsibility forthednmnrallzHion,
High officers of the government are of
the opinion that the officers art more
to blame than the men.

BOY BANK ROBBER

TO PENITENTIARY
W. N. Harvey Age 19 Stole $1,000 and
$200,000 Worth of

Aug. 11. Wheeloek N.
Harvey, the nineteen year old clerk and
messenger of the First National Bank
of this city, who about two months ago
fled with (fJOO.ooo worth of
e securities and a thousand dollars in
cash and checks, was sentenced yesterday to an inde'erininate period In the
after pleading
Elmira Penitentiary
guilty to grand larceny.
New York,

BRIDGE HUNGRY SOLDIERS

COMING HOME

.

'

--

of the Democratic Central Committee of New
Mexico, at lis meeting held in this
city on the Sth Instant, a Delegate
Convention of the Democrats of this
Territory Is hereby called to be held
in the city of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
on Wednesday, the, 12th day of September, 1906 ,nt the hour of ten o'clock
a. m., on said day, for the purpose
of nominating a Democratic candidate
for Delegate to the 00th Congress of
tho United Stales, and for the transaction of such other business as may
come beforo said convention.
The various counties of the territory
are entitled to represtatlon in said
as follows:
County.
Delegates.
4
Bernalillo
Chaves
in
9
Colfax
n

Dona Ana

...

.'

8

Eddy
Grant
Guadalupe
Lincoln
Luna
McKiuley
Mora
Otero
Quay
Rio Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel ,
Santa Fe...
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
Torrance
Union ,
Valencia

4
10

7
0
3

2
11

7
4
10
!i

5
21
12
4
17
7
1

8
1

177
Total
The Democratic Central Committee
reof the respective counties are
quested to hold Primaries and County
Conventions at tho earliest date possible to the er(d that full representation from everjt county may be in attendance at said convention.
All Democrats and citizens Irrespective of past party affiliation who believe In an hqnest and economical
administration of public affairs are
requested to participate in said primaries, and to send representative
citizens of tho respective counties as
delegates to 3aid convention.
.1.

H. CRIST,

Chalmnn.
Attest;
,j
CHA3. F. i:HLKY, '
Secretary.
Secretary Charles F. Easley of the
Democratic Territorial Central Committee stated this morning that he
had named four of the commitee of
five which he was authorized to appoint for the purpose of conferring on
the statehood question with any other'
pnrty organization In New Mexico. He
expects to b able to give out the
other name within a few days. The
four he has already named have signified their willingness to serve on the
committee. Hon, W. S. Hopewell of
as
Albuquerque has been selected
chairman, and tho others are: .1. H.
McCutcheon, of Albuquerque; Antonio
Lucero, of Las Vegas, and J. A.
of Deming.

SECRETARY TAFT
TO VISIT WEST

Securities.

One of Longest

"

Pursuant of instructions received
from the Democratic Territorial Central Committee which was in session
In this city Thursday, Secretary C. F.
Easley has issued the following call
for the Democratic Convention of New
Mexico, to be held in Santa Fe, September 12, at which 177 delegates are
entitled to a vote:
Santa Fe, New Mexico. August 10,
190(1.

On Charge of Attempted As
sassinationMurder and
Robbery at Warsaw.

With Chief of Staff Bell He Will
vestigate Feasibility of Brigade Posts.

In-

Washington, D. C, Aug. 11. Secre
tary Taft. accompanied by Brigadier
General Bell, the Chief Staff, will make
a tour of inspection of the middle west
early In autum to study the brigade
posts and changes necessary to assemble the troops In large posts, thus doing
The
away with the minor forces.
secretary will go far as Fort D. A.
Wyoming.

Pius-sel- l,

PANAMA CONSP1RA- TORS UNDER ARREST
Captured by Police Last Night Will
Be Deported Plot Not Divulged
by Secretary Arias.
Panama, Aug. 11. The police last
night captured seventeen Colombians,
former revolutionary Generals, on the
charge of conspiring against high naArias
tional authorities. Secretary
refused to furnish the details of the
rumored that some
plot, but it
members of the Panama Liberal party
are Implicated. The prisoners will be
deported.

DESERTED BABY
FINDS A HOME

inex-iuiu-

Infant Left at Sanitarium Dies After
Short Illness Last Tuesday-Iden- tity
a Mystery.
The deserted infant which was
found two months ago at St. Vincent's Sanitarium is dead. The baby
succumbed to an attack of cholera
Infantum after an illness of only a
few days In spite of the tender nursing of the foster mother and the care
of the physician. The child died last
Tuesday.
New Mexican advertising pays

BOURKE COCHRAN
COMPLIMENTS BRYAN

GUI
DEFENS E

Pursuant to instructions

Piers in
The World Thrown Into Water
Judge McFie Receives Dispatch from
Blocking Harbor.
His Son Who Wants a Full
Larder.
The steamer
Duluth, Minn., Aug Jl
Troy, collided with a span of the InterJudge John K. McFle received a disstate bridge early today, precipitating
patch at 4 o'clock this afternoon from
It Into tne channels oi either side of his son John who Is a member of Comcenter pier so it la tmpotible even for a
pany V 1st Regiment of Infantry New
tug to pass thus cutting off communi- Mexico National Guard, Informing him
cation between Buluth and Superior. that the Battalion leaves Austin this
Forty steamers In the upper harbor are evening at 6 o'clock homeward bound
cutoff from the lake. The bridge is and that he and cemrades from this
owned by the Great Northern railroad
city will reach home Monday night. He
and the span was one of t he longest in
hoped, knowing that bis another was in
the worl i.
California, that bis father would have
Later small bn ats succeeded In get the larder full of good
things as he was
ting through and the ferries ur rtin hungry and would be more so by the
ning.
time he reaches the Mcfie resldonce.
McFie thinks that there are
Judge
XT
A .. nrfntlnfl
PI.
now
cuu iiw
miuwu ethers In Santa Fe who might profit by
iud
equal to that done !n any of the large this dispatch and do as he would do,
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
out his son's request.
work we turn out Try our work once namely carry
and you will certainly come again. We
The New Mexican Printing Company
have all the facilities for turning out Is
prepared to do the best of brief
every class of work, Including one of work In short order and at very reasthe best binderies in the west.
onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
have their briefs printed rapidly, and
him to a drug store where he was at- correctly and to present them to the
tended by a physician Later an am- Supreme Court now In session here
bulance from Camp Mabry took him on time, should call on the New Mexto the field hospital. He regained ican Printing Company and leave their
'
consciousness and Is not badly In- orders.
jured, although he has (been relieved
New Mexican advertising pays.
from duty for a few days.

At Ouluth

i

GRAND

AccordLaugh-li-

Work Is progessing very satisfactorily on the new county jail building.
The concrete work on the cell house
will soon be completed and brick masons will begin work on the residence
portion of the building some day next

At Camp Mabry

SANTA

Building Will be Completed
ing to Contract Contractor
Here.

0 TAT

NO. 148

Of Relative, Says
Juan Montoya
y Castillo.
SHOOTING

NEAR MAGOALENA

At the Carrizal Ranch Thursday Evening- - Officers
Investigating.
Asserting that tho shooting was
done in
to protect the
members of his wife's family, Juan
Montoya y Castillo, who was arrested
for the murder of "Tom" Craig, went
to Magdalena. and gave himself up to
Deputy Sheriff Henry Dreyfuss. The
shooting took place at !) o'clock Thursday evening at the Garrizal ranch,
twenty miles northwest of Magdalena.
On the evening of tho tragedy Craig
and a companion whose Identity has
not been learned, appeared
at the
CarrUul ranch, the home of Juan
Chavez y Haca. Craig and his unknown
friend made inquiries as to the
whereabouts of McBrlde's ranch. After being iiirniHlied with the desired
information they asked if they could
get something to eat. Although it
was after supper time, true native
hospitality was accorded them, and
the woman folks prepared supper for
the two unbidden visitors. When asked what their names were they refused to tell, although one of them was
recognized as "Tom" Craig.
They
left the house In ti few minutes later
ostensibly to fix their saddles preparatory to resuming their journey on
horseback.
Actions Were Suspicious so Arms
Were Secured.
Tho actions' of the two strangers
aroused suspicion in the mind of Juan
of
Montoya y Castillo, a
Mr. Chavez y Baca, and he went to
his home a few yards awny for his
revolver. Ho had scarcely got Inside
the hallway entrance when the two
wayfarers appeared and opened fire
on his father-in-laand
returned the fire. One of them
broke and ran when no saw this
for Interference. When Montoya y Castillo returned to the house he
found that Craig had thrown his
down and was beating the
aged man over the head with a pistol.
Taking deliberate aim he fired at
Craig and the bullet entered the
man's head. Craig died instantly.
Juan Chavez y Baca in Serious Condie

brother-in-law-H-

e

Appointed to Place on Reception CommitteeFrancis Says Bryan's Nomination is Assured.
New York, Aug, U. Lewis Nixon, of
the eommluee which U iplanmng the
reception to Wm. J. Bryan on Aug. 30th
received a letter yesterday from W.
Bourke Cochran who Is at Lake Tahoe,
California, in reply to notification of
his appointment as a member of the reception committee, expressing appreciation of the honor and saying: "You
may be assured of my cordial sympathy
with everything calculated to
eiprt8
the regard eiitprtaitied by all good citizens and especially by ml Democrats
for the vI.'Hjpi., civic and personal, of
this distinguished man."
MR

DRY

A.N 'Si

KOMI!TAT:ON ASSl'RKD.

Pari?, Aug 11 ' The nomination by
the Democratic party of William J.
Bryan, for the presidency of the United
States In 1908 i oks i!k a certainty,"
said David E Franc!;-o-f
St. Louis here
fii exprpsied ths spision
last nisht
that no circii.nriances
g
in the interim eeiild mnieiinik change Bryan's
prospects
ari-in-

UKYl.NM

ISIVK

IN

"HAY

I'AKEK.'"

. Aug ti - Wm. .1
Bryan, accompanied by liis wif. and daughter,
Colonel Wei more and Mr. and Mrs.
Dunlap. arrived here t uay for a four
At the hotel. Bryan found
daysvi-i- t.
a slack oi Uia.il, including
many Invitations to dinner and sipbt seeing excursions.
Tho party lunched as the
David R. Francis,
guests of
of St.. Louis. Mr. Bryan said he had
nothing to add to his previous statements regarding his candidacy for the
presidency of the United State
Pari--

FOLSOM,

NEW MEXICO, IS
SWEPT BY FLAMES.

Folsoni, N. M., Aug., 11. A disastrous fire which for a time threatened
the destruction of the entire town
broko out early yesterday morning at
this place. Before the flames were
finally subdued the business section
was badly damaged. The estimated
loss is over $20,000. The origin of
the Are Is a mystery.
During the dark hours of morning,
Mrs. Annie Adamson, proprietor of
the principal restaurant In the town,
was awakened from her slumber to
find her room in flames.
Realizing
her danger she fled into the street in
her night clothes and gave the alarm.
The fire spread rapidly and all of the
property on the south side of the main
business block was destroyed before
the flames were extinguished.
UNITED STATES JURORS
GRAND AND PETIT DRAWN.

Biggest Forger Was

Cashier Hering
Officers Say.

Says Texas Man Traveled
With Him to New
Orleans.
11.
All the
Chicago, Ills., Aug
theories that Paul O. Stensland was
the sole forger of a million dollars
worth of crooked notes in the looted
Milwaukee Avenue Back, were smashed last night. At ieast three other mer.
are thought aiso to have been engaged
in the production of bogus sJgnatures.
The big forger, however, Is Cashier
Hering. The authorities believe his
hand penned signatures to over a half
million dollars worth of crooked papers. Hering is said to have participated In the theft of $50,000 by the teller of the savings department five
years ago.
Ten warrants in the Milwaukee
Avenue Bank case were Issued this
afternoon by Judge Kersten. The first
two charge conspiracy to cheat and
defraud Paul O. Stensland, Henry W.
Hering, Theodore Stensland and "divers other persons as yet unknown,"
being named In these. Two against
Hering charge perjury In the report
made by him to the state auditor. Two
charge Hering with grand larceny.
Five cases of the forgery are charged
against Paul O. Stensland and Hering.
Will Probably Summon Special
Grand Jury.
Preliminary action by the State's
attorneys office against those responsible for the failure of the Milwaukee Avenue Bank was begun today. It Is probable that a special
grand jury will be summoned.
Stensland Is Reported to be In Mexico.
Fort Worth, Tex., Aug. 11. Paul O.
Stensland, the Chicago banker, was
In this city, according to Henry
Adams, a former Chicago commission
broker. Mr. Adams said that he
traveled from New Orleans with the
absconding banker without knowing
that the bank had failed. Stensland
told Adams that he was going to Mexico on a trip for his health.

want prevailed, etc.
"THE (TRUTH IS, that Socorro experienced several shocks which caus-eil j'lfthituney to crack or tnmble;;"v';
and loos-- ; plaster to drop, unoccupied
"gingerbread" adobes to obey the laws
of nature1 and quit their existence In
erect postures, which the present energetic mayor is having removed, filling
up streets, etc.; that the court house,
School of Mines and all business edlfl
ces exist as before for the services
contemplated; that the people are
camping out in about forty tents,
which many of them do during the
summer season here; that a few well
to do families left PRIOR AND AFTER tho earthquake, enjoying their
usual summer vacation; that the San-tFe road has not stopped the service
on its Rio Grande line nor was it molested by "boulders on the track" or
weakened bridges; that the water in
the Socorro Hot Springs has not increased in temperature owing to the
shocks, that THE PEOPLE HERE
LIVE QUIETLY AS USUAL, NOT
ASKING FOR SUPPORT FROM ANY
SOURCE
BEING
THEMSELVES
WELL SUPPLIED, only having changed their mode of salute by asking-'Diyou hear it?" That all the damif damage
it
when
age,
is,
unoccupied and tottering shacks
will not
Increased
their
cracks,
sum
a
exceed
which
$1,500,
smart merchant volunteered to carry,
provided all the 'cranks' shall forever
from Socorro;
that the
depart
WHOLE DREADFUL REPORT WAS
REBUT A HUGE NEWSPAPER
PORT DUCK' FED ON SOUR PICKLES DURING THE DULL
"

tion.

In the pretense f Di. David Kuupp
Lata is nam to bo In
Juan
a dangerous condition as the result of Joso'Segura and S. 3plt2, who. were
the murderous attack and It Is doubt- selected to witness the proceeding,
ful if he can recover from the In- Clerk A M
Bergere of the First Judijuries inflicted. He had been in the cial District Court, this
morning drew
habit of keeping a large sum of money
of the grand and petit jurors
names
the
it
Is believed robat the house, and
who will serve at the ooU term of the
bery was the intention of the two
United States Court, which convenes In"
ungrateful Intruders.
3. The persons
Juan Chavez y Baca and .hum Mon- this city on
toya y Castillo are of the very best whose names were on the first twenty-on- e
families of the county.
slips drawn from the jury box
Craig's companion has not been ap- constitute the grand jury, and those on
prehended, but officers are looking the next twenty-fou- r
are
Chavws y

petit jurors.

for him.

e

FUNERAL OF LATE
JUDGE EMMETT SUNDAY
From Residence of
M.
Otero Friends Desired Post- ponemem.

FACTS CONCERNING
SOCORRO QUAKES
Max Kirchman Gives Result of Inues.

A.

The funeral or the late Judge Laf;
ayette Emmett, whose death occurred
yesterday morning at St. Vincent's
Sanitarum, will be held at 3 o'clock
tomorrow afternoon at the home of
his daughter Mrs. Miguel A. Otero,
on Washington Avenue.
The Rev. W.
R. Dye, rector of the Church of the
Holy Faith, will administer tho offices
to the dead of the Episcopal church.
The following have been selected as
Judge John R. McFie, Judge N. B.
Laughlin. Major R. J. Palen, Colonel
George W. Prichard, Hon. Thomas B.
Catron and Dr. David Knapp.
The
funeral had been set for this afternoon
but at the behest of friends was post
poned until tomorrow afternoon. The
burial will be private.

PRISON FOR
COURT OFFICIAL
Sentenced to Penitentiary For Indefinite Term For Misuse of Office Funds.
Chicago, III. Aug. 1. John A. Cooke,
former clerk of the circuit court,
found guilty of irregularities In handling tbe funds of his office, was today
sentenced to an Indeterminate term not
to exceed five years in the penitentiary.
1

a

MORE

CHICAGO

COMPLICATIONS

IN ELECTION CASE.
Denver, Colo., Aug., 11. Judge J. L.
Mulllns sitting in the criminal district
court today made an order setting
aside the writ of habeas corpus issued
yeserday by Judge Peter L. Palmer
of the district court in the case of the
four men sent to jail by County Judge
Llndsey for refusing to be sworn in
the election case on trial in his court,
and ordered the sheriff to bring them
into the criminal court. Judge Mulllns
assumes jurisdiction of the cose under practice of the district court which
provides that a habeas of corpus shall
be made returnable to the criminal
division.

tiaatlons
pj,

Fullv Dlsoroves
Reports.

Max Kirchman, promoter
of the
American Bohemian Colony near Socorro, was engaged In immigration
work in Pennsylvania when the, greatly exaggerated news of the earthquake
of July 18th last, was flashed over the
wires to Chicago, Pittsburg and Philadelphia.
He was operating in the Keystone
farmers,
State, to induce
fruit growers and other people to
come to New Mexico.
His work stopped immediately aB he
found that nothing could be done, as
the false stories of the great destruction in the Socorro valley had caused
a great scare, and had turned many
people against the plan, who up to
that time had thought favorably of it.
To offset this, Mr. Kirchman Immediately returned to Socorro, satisfied himself that the Albuquerque and
El Paso newspaper fakirs had lied,
that the supposed "awful destruction"
and reported loss of life and property
were all "in their mind's eye" and
concluded to hie himself back east to
!undo the evil created by them.
In
consequence Mr. Kirchman left Socor
ro again for the east Saturday last
to have personal interviews with InHe
tending settlers in New Mexico.
has prepared a statement of the real
situation which will be printed in several daily and weekly Bohemian papers, In Chicago, Pittsburg and Philadelphia, where there is a large Bohemian population. Mr. Kirchman hopes
that by this means he may overcome
the evil impressions, caused by tho
false and greatly colored' accounts of
the situation. His article says:
"When the news was scattered
broadcast July 18th last, from El Paso,
Texas, and Albuquerque, New Mexico,
about the earthquake at Socorro, It
was GROSSLY EXAGGERATED AND
UNTRUTHFUL.
"A LIE IT WAS, that Socorro was
in ruins; that the court house, School
of Mines and many other buildings collapsed; that there occurred a cloudburst; that the people fled from town
'en masse'; that the Santa Fe road
discontinued service; that the temperature of water rose In Hot Springs;
that there was confusion and that
well-to-d- o

SEASON.

"Socorro, the Gem City of New
an advertisement
Mexico, received
which at the beginning seemed quite
harmful, but will prove beneficial in
the future Instead, in that the inhabitants will see the necessity of Improving the appearance of their city by
laying convenient sidewalks, grading
the streets, and removing all the old
shacks.
"The programme of the Bohemian
Colony here, will remain unchanged,
nor shall It be unnecessarily delayed
Brickbecause of ine earthquake.
yards will be operated to furnish brick
for the erection of a modern sixty
room hotel and a forty room Sanitarium, as also will other Improvements
follow as needs for them arise.
"Socorro Is all right, which will be
fully attested by the excursionists
next September coming from Chicago."
The New Mexican Printing Company has on hand a large supply ot
writing tablets and scratch pads suitable for school children, lawyers, merchants and also for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
and cheaper If ordered in larger quantities. These tablets are made from
the odds and ends of tbe best paper
obtainable, and you are getting double
your money's worth when buying.
GIVE US A CALL AND EXAMINE
THEM.
If you want anything on eartn try
Mexican "ad "

a New
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m
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MEXICO'S

COAL

AND

IRON

DEPOSITS.
One of the greatest, corporation'.! In
Colorado Is the Colorado Filed and
Iron Company; Its growth has been
phenomenal and It nas been one of the
most active agents in (he great development of the manufacturing and
mining resources of the Centennial
state. The recent report of the company's transactions for the year ending June oil, lllnii is astounding readwho
knew Colorado
ing to tho.se
twenty-fivyears ago and who remember what n small and insignificant village the city- of Pueblo then was. It
is but a question of time, and not
over five years, that two or three
similar corporations will do business
in New .Mexico ns the coal deposits
and the mountains of Iron ore in various sections of the Sunshine Territory are greater In extent, better in
quality, cheaper mined and more easily
obtainable than are those In Colorado.
What is ow the ease In the sister
commonwealth, will, between 1010 and
Sunshine
191."), also happen in the
State, be Its name New Mexico or
Arizona. Statehood will accelerate the
movement and will bring about a
similar gratifying state of affairs In
this commonwealth. What has been
done in Colorado by the Colorado Find
and Iron Company and kindred corporations, can and will be repeated on
a greater scale by the New Mexico
Fuel and Iron Company and other associations within the limits of the
present Territory of New Mexico.
When, for instance attention is called
to the fact that in Western Sneorro
County there is 1 coal field covering
26.000 acres with seams containing
from two to thirty feet of merchantable coal; that taere is a still mo-- e
extensive field of the black di.urond?
in San Juan County; that. tbe.H are
it'.icrs in various sections an1 that
bur,:; masses of iron ore havi Uva
r .: d
and ?r being diseov.' e i in
r'Ptjv places, tris prediction cav.'ot
hi. considered fanciful or extra ,Mcr".n.
', be da'.' for a!, this is coming and
New Mexico's development
vapidiy.
in this line will astonish evei the
coal corporations and iron masters of
Pennsylvania and other manufacturing
states. These great resources are here
In abundance and all they need is
capital, brain, energy and push prop
erly applied to bring them to thP
front and to make the future alnr.e, no
matter under what name, a ''leohive
of Industry and manufacturing Th"
New Mexican believes that by. 191 n
and surely by 1920 more favo,ib'e
annual reports than the one of. the
Colorado Fuel and Iron Company recently made, will be the order rf the
day here. This paper quotes from Hie
Pueblo Chieftain a comment. on the report In question and is convinced that
its prediction will come true. S:,yi
the Chieftain:
"The annual report of the Colorado
Fuel and Iron Company is full of satisfaction for all interested In the affairs
of that company, and especially for
the people of Pueblo, where the grec'
steel furnaces and mills of that company are situated.
"The main fact, in connect ion with
the report is that It was the best, year
the company ever had, and the company's operations for the year ending
,
June 30th last, show a surplus of
as compared with a deficit last
year of $311,992.
"Kven more important In their bear'I'-- '
ing upon the future of Pnohln ""d
standing as an industrial eenler are
the numerous facts In connection with
the enlargements, improvements and
extensions in connection with the
Pueblo plant of the company. Willi
what, has been accomplished in the
year recently ended, and what is determined for the year just begun, the
output of the Pueblo steel works will
be greatly increased, and there must
come a corresponding benefit to all the
local interests.
"The report of the Fuel and Iron
Company is an Index of general conditions which are most satisfactory,
and it is also an evidence of local
conditions that should be a source of
pleasure to every resident of this
city."
--

$r,7l.-S12-

TAX
CASE.

A COMPLICATED

DODGING

It will be remembered that the Santa Fe Mercantile Company was in business in this city and county for several years, and that its property then
and there was subject to taxation.
Like other tax dodgers the company
allowed its taxes to become delinquent,
and the officials at the time being
were too derelict or too incapable to
perform the duty prescribed by law
to levy an execution on the stock of
goods of ithe company and collect tihe
taxes justly due the Territory,
the
county and this city. Several years
ago the stock of the company went
up In smoke. Several insurance companies that carried Insurance for the
concern declined "to pony up" and
suit to recover was brought by the
company. The creditors stepped in
and secured
on the
garnishments
judgments rendered ordering that the
awards to the company made in regular judicial proceedings be paid the
creditors as itiheir claims might appear
and be approved by the proper court.
This- was done. It is oinderstood that
these judgments amounting to about
$10,000 in accordance with the final
decree of the Supreme Court were
paid over to the clerk of 'the first judicial district court of Santa Fe County, for distribution in accordance with
the decree of the district court therein made. The Territory of New Mex- -

v

--

lit...

ico, tho County of Santa Fe and the
nf San.ta Fe are creditors under
lie law, but not included in the above

citv

decree and the county commissioners
here will make an effort to collect the
delinquent taxes legally and fairy due
from this sum.
it Is claimed that
there is no way for the commonwealth to collect, and that although
taxes are supposed to be first liens
on all properly, the other creditors and
lie lawyers will get it nil, while the
great. Territory of New Mexico, the
scenic county of Santa Fe and the
rather misgoverned City of Santa Fe
will hold the bag and get nothing else.
If there is no way by Which delinquent
taxes in such a case can be collected
under existing statutes, the sootier
the revenue laws are changed In this
particular the belter will it. he for
the people. Should tho county commissioners conclude to bring action
in the premises
the result will be
watched with great
Interest. The
taxes amount to about $1,100 and if
there Is any possible way under the
law to obtain them for the Territory,
the county nnd the city this should
be done. The New Mexican hopes
Hint
the
commissioners,
acling
through Chairman Seligman, will he
successful in this endeavor. Right
here this paper is informed that the
lawyers' fees In the case amount to
from 3.r to 40 per cent which shows
umi iew .Mexico lawyers are like
Vanderbllt and other railroad managers "they get all they can."
t

ANOTHER
(11

KNOW
NOTHING ATTACK.
a recent issue of the Kansas City

Star appeared a column letter dated
Chelsea. Oklahoma, signed by A.
H. Street, giving Mr. Street's views
upon statehood for New Mexico and
Arizona, and also a diatribe of what
he writ or does not know about New
Mexico nnd Arizona. This, could It
ne. pur in print would make a nook
of abopt 10,000 pages 20 bv ?A inches,
whereas, whal he does know concern- ing the actual condition of the two
Territories could lie condensed Into
half of an ordinary letter sized page.
For Instance, referring to the census
of Ifioo he asserts that out of 78 enumerators "nearly all were Mexicans."
As a matter of fact there was not a
Mexican among the number. The
enumerators were American citizens
and those whom this writer calls Mexicans were native born citizens of Spanish or Mexican descent, whose ancestors came to this Territory one,
two or three centuries ago, wrested
it from hostile and savage Indians under very adverse circumstances by the
shedding of much blood and after
great toil for civilization and Christianity. The letter is full of similaf
of facts
falsehoods,
and malicious or intentional fabrications. It is a idly that so able and
fair a newspaper as the Kansas City
Star published the screed. No possible
good could be subserved by such a
course and only harm to a deserving,
and liberty loving people
could be done. Of course the writer
amounts to very little no matter who
or what he Is. The Kansas City Star,
a paper which is doing great work for
the Southwest and which is endeavoring to increase the trade territory
tributary to Kansas City daily, shoulda
give the Southwestern Territories
fairer and more equitable chance,
wide-awak-

COUNTY BANK
OF COMMERCE.
The Torrance County Dank of Commerce at'WIllard, will be incorporated In a few days and will be ready
for business in a few weeks. It will
have some of the most substantial

THE TORRANCE

DANCER IN DELAY.
formed, exist with tho railroads operThe Snviiiii or Ilic Ulnt.
ating lines In this Territory. The cor-- i
One of the uiu:-exciting Incidents
rect figures' aro not yet obtainable, Kidney Diseases Are Too Dangerous jiu the history of the destruction of San
but the New Mexican hopes to be able
for Santa Fe People to Neglect.
Francisco was ilic feat of the men who
to ascertain and publish them short- The great danger of kidney troubles saved Ihe l.'uitcd Stales mini from bely. The Santa Fo Central, but a hort is that they get a firm hold before the ing devoured by the llames. The mint
road and running through a new coun- sufferer recognizes them.
Health Is is an imposing siunc building, anil its
try, for Instance, has shown a very gradually undermined. ' Back ache, construction proved lo be of a eUaraegratifying increase In business during headache, nervousness, lameness sorethe year. If a road from the City of ness, lumbago, urinary troubles, dropSanta Fo to Torrance, ft station on sy, diabetes and Bright's disease folthe El Paso and Southwestern, has low iu merciless succession. Won't
a satisfactory Increase of passenger neglect your Kidneys. Cure tho kidand freight business, it follows that neys with the certain and safo remthe great transcontinental and other edy, Doan's Kidney Pills, which has
lines running through the Territory cured people right here In Santa Fe.
of San
Charles Harris,
have done much greater and more
profitable business, especially in the Miguel SI reel, says: "The aching
eastern and southern parts of New across the small of my back wiui not
It
Mexico, as In Union, Roosevelt, Cha- the kind that comes from overwork,
more
ves, Eddy, Otero, Quay, Guadalupe, was deeper seated and much
me that
Colfax, Mora, San Miguel, Santa Fe, painful, positively proving in
When an
existed.
cause
some
Inward
Bernalillo, Valancia, Torrance, Socorattack was In he aggra vated stage, I
ro Dona Ana, Luna and Grant Couna shoe or
ties. With the building of tho Arizona could not. sloop lo put on
I managed In
and Colorado railroad, similar events lift any weight and if
when
will come about in the extreme west J stoop afler suffering twinges
10
went
excruciating
straighten
ern part, namely, San Juan, McKinley,
were sure lo be my reward.
Valencia and Socorro Counties. Taos pangs
Doan's Kidney Pills procured a Ireand Rio Arriba are not yet In the
land's Pharmacy slopped every agpath of new railroads, or of decided gravated attack.
Immigration, but their day will come,
For sale by all dealers. Price r.O
II. Is not far distant.
i
The situation cents. ' Fosler Milburn Co., rtuffalo,
Is improving yearly and to a gratifyNew "York, sole agents for the Fulled
The census of 1901 will Slales.
ing extent.
show more than half a million of in-- i
Remember (be nnme Ponn's anil ter lo resist. 10 Ihe utmost the
attack
habitants In what is now the Sunshine In)c, nn mhor.
of the lire. Hut it Has surrounded by
Territory.
large buildings which were going up in
Special summer rates 10 i.os Ange smoke, ami only brave and skillful
APATHY CAN ONLY DO HARM.
Sim f.ancisco, nnd Pacific Coas work on the part of the men who
The Democratic Territorial Central nf.ik hv ,., nf tha Sam Fe Hen
it
prevented the mint from
Committee at its session III this city hral Hallway, K P. & 9. W. Hallway,
a similar fate.
last Thursday, appointed a comm'tice Rl Paso .v Southern Pacific Railway. sharing
of live, the duties of which sluill be For Information call on or Address F.
VlNCmitil
Aoki,
,
consult, with similar committees of 11. firlmshnw, general passenger ugent.
Viscount Siiw.o Aoki. first ainbassn
dor n( .lapan lo the l uited States, Is
ii,r political parties for the purpose
of making an active and el'l'eetlve cama charader of exceptional interest
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
from the fad that he is the llrst Asiatpaign for joint statehood. The idea
Herewith ore some bargains offered ic
Is all right nnd with the right men
diploma to introduce a Kuropeau
from ihe two great political parlies r..v ihe New Mexican Paining Com wife to ihe ambassadorial circles of
of
Civil
of
Code
the
Procedure
puny:
in this Territory ns such committee
,
ix:n, Hneei
and n strong man of executive ability rerrnnry or ,ew mexu-obound $1 : paper bound, ".re; Missouri
it the head, much could be accomplishMissouri Code1
d. The principal question before the Plendlng forms.
statehood Is get- Pleadings, $ti; ihe two for $10; Adapt-- ,
friends of
ling out the greatest possible vole in ed 10 New Mevleo Code, l,ws of New
favor of the' proposition on eleel ion Mexico, ISM, I9UI, and ISO.",, Rnglisb
Ihe leather, $3; 1005 English and Spanish
day In the Sunshine Territory.
t
statehood sentiment, from or the round trip, $lfi.90, tickets good
ill indications has 110 chance; for this and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
very reason the importance- of hard Pamphlet, $2.75: full leather $.'!.f0;
Pocket
Cover
Flexible
and energetic work to obtain the larg- Sheriff's
two
rr
est, possible majority in favor of the Docket,
$1.85:
slnglti,
adoption of the provisions of the- more books, $1 each; New Mexico Su
ansoHamilton joint statehood law is
nreme Court Heporis, Nos. a lo Ift. In
lulely necessary. No time sliouin ne ci,w(v) delivered at, publisher's price,
lost, indeed there Is none to lose, j., ,,0 em,h; comiillo tion Corporation
There nre left but a:iout 15 days for :inwRi 7f,r; Compilation Mining Laws
active campaigning. This is 110 time ftf,. honey's Digest of New Mexico
to sleep upon the oars. Hard nnd Rp,nrlRi fun Sheep, $(1.50, delivered:
constant rowing must be done if sue- f))1
fi(.h(u)
nanltg
cess is to be attained. Apathy, bemathe
great
Is
'known
that
it.
cause
The New Mexican Bindery Is turn- voters favor!
v,t.
" "
' " Movico
out some of the most, artistic
tolerated.
ing
nnt
be
Wnt statehood, muHt
1he
u
Sonfllwest
:
most completely equipped binderv in
A. Richardson, of Roswell, wm.
no. the ftocky Mountain States south ot
Is a candidate for tihe Democratic
is headquarters for legal blanks of all
Con
60th
to
the
mination for Delegate
kinds. The company makes a specialty
gress, is opposed i jumi.
In handling land gfflce blanks, neces-Washiuglon. tor the iscounlcss Aoki
and that strongly. He has just saH
in homestead entries and In min- Is
sary
action
a uermnn ami
the
Hie time she marthis
of
item,
so. In view
Prices
low, especi- ried the viscount was Ihe
ernl applications.
Iiaroness von
of the Democratic Territor'al Central
In
quantities. Circulars giving Rahdeu. widow 'of a Herman
Committee Thursday In this city in ally
full information fnrnlsh
"n applica- officer. The new ambassador iscavalry
f, in
sixty
adopting resolutions by 21 to
tion
one years of age and has been twice
favor of jointure with Arizona, is sigminister of foreiirn affairs of his coonnificant. The committee's resolution We
print the news the day It hup - 'try and twice minister to Cernianv.
in this respect foreshadows, and that
pens.
strongly, the same result in the Dem
Rniprnl Janira !'. Hell.
ocratic Territorial convention whlcr.
lieneral James Franklin Hell, the
WHT WE WILL DO.
will meet. September 12th to .make a
new chief of staff of the United States,
nomination for Congress. Can Mr. Whenever yen want sn easy shave
was born iu Shelby ville, Ky., in lS.ji:
ns
ever
barbers
snot
gave,
be a can-diRichardson consistently
and Is n graduate of the West Point
,trn (V.r ihe office noon a ioint nlat - '"si call on as at our salon
academy, lleserved
Vt morn or ev
or iius.v noon.
form?
on Ihe plains Willi
We'll curl and dress the hair wtthi
the .Seventh United
grace,
The Arizona Gazette, published nf
Stales cavalry for
.
of
We'll
uil
contour
the
your
Phoenix, pleasantlv remarks that. Ihe
sixteeu years and
voters of Arizona are still waiting for jOur ra.or sharp and scissors keen,
was on the staff
some of the Smith organs to publish iOur shop is neat and towels are clean,
of (leneral Forsyth
find
we
think
ud
you'll
of
dele
the
everything
of
acrievements
the record
just prior to the
gate during his eighteen or twenty To suit the taste and olease the mind.
outbreak of the
W.
room.
Robert's
f.
class
bath
First
Yes and thev
i.r.iM'0 in
war.
in
Spanish
Rewill wait. On the olhor hand the
jo. K. Barber Shop, 217 Salmon Block,
that war and in the
M
nuhlican papers of New Mexico have Shii Francisco Street, Santa Fe. N.
Philippine InsurrecnfilnmtiH nnrl pnliimns of sar
tion he fought In
W.
RATES
SUMMER
of
TOURIST
wifh ()p nemVPni(,ma
legate
the principal caul
H. Andrews during the first session
To Colorado, Via the Santa Fe.
paigns and in ihe three years from
of the nihil Congress for the benefit
.liine 1st to September 80th Ihe 18'JS to PJU1 rose from lieutenant to
of the people of the Sunshine TerriSanta Fe will sell tickets to Denver brigadier general. He holds a congrestory. The difference between the two land return at the rate of $22.50; Colo- - sional medal of honor for gallantry in
delegates can be summed up in a rado Springs. ?)9..ri5; Pueblo, $17..ri5. action
few words: "Andrews does things Tickets on sal daily and aro good for'
A
Moving ftmiittvH)'.
and Smith does not, do things."
return passage until October 31st,
The novelty has scarcely yet worn
F. D. Marshall, Acting Agent
off from the moving stairways iu use
The one dollar contributions asked
Santa Fe, N. M.
in large stores iu some cities to convey
for by Chairman Sherman of the Re.
shoppers from one floor to another. But
TO CLOUDCROFT.
publican Congressional Campaign Committee for campaign expenses are ar- A Summer Resort In Our Own Terri-- ! the most novel of all Is the moving
in
roadway for teams recently installed
riving nt commit pp hendqurters
tory.
very satisfinlory numbers. This Incre-Commencing June 1st, good W j
ident is a good indication that "the turn
September 2!lh, IHOC, the Santa
Ina
are
great
taking
plain people"
in connection
Fe Central
terest in the present congressional with ihe R. Hallway,
1
P. & S., W. Hallway will
found
supportbe
will
and
campaign
pell round trip tickets at the low rate
nnd
ing Republican party principles
of $l l.f,5. For advertising matter denominees. In the states where there
of
call on or adare no local complications the Repub- scriptive ft. Clondcrofl,
dress S.
Crrlmshaw, Central Paslicans this year will make a handsenger Agent.
some nnd ""ccessful show!""
I
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THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

One of the Best Hotels fa the West
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and Table Servict Unexcelled

Latfa Sample Rooma for Commcfctal TraTtkta,

alMfir

LA.COME & GABLE, Proprietors.
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HOTEL
American and European Plan. Commodious (Sample Rooms. Stentn
Heated. Electric lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.
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Cofonado Hotel
The Best

fiOc Hoottts in the Southwest.
Restaurant in Connection.
Short Orders Served Night mi Dsv.

is.
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Rogiilar Meals, 2oc.
Serves Kirst Class Spanish Dishe-sF.vpfythiiig in Season.
South Side Plaza.
238 Sun Francisco St.
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Modern Scientific Methods for Treatment of Disease.
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For further particulars address,

SDK.
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and financiers of central
New Mexico as its backers. Another
absolute proof that the people of the
Territory of New Mexico have been
suffering under corrupt nnd thieving
administrations since 1897 and that
Ihe Territory 'has gone and is still
going to the dogs. It is really si range
to note that capitalists who are thor- "roi1Kr"essionaTcampaigns
w,m
ougn y acyoaun
tnr0UKnm,t t)p c0ntry arP not PXeitcoiiurucriis '.nave uib nei vc uim vmu
SEASIDE EXCURSIONS
What, the future may bring torrn
ing.
age to engage in new financial enter- ia nnntiior foicstioii
In the Northern.
Commencing May 1st and until Sep.
prises at the rate that, has been going
nnf, pacflc states the Repub- - tember 30't.h the Santa Fe will sell tickon for several years in the Sunshine
,I(,nns nr0 gnngnine f success; they ets on each Tuesday, Thursday and
Territory when this alleged awful con- - alsn PxpM,t t0 make sains iu the Saturday to Los Angeles and San Di- dition of affairs confronts them. Facts Sou
The Democratic bosses still ego from Santa Fe at the rate of $42.90
are stronger than words and as these count. unon the solid south nnd claim for the round trip. Return limit, of
finant i institutions are appearing they will make large inroads into the ticket November HOtti, 1906.
and 'becoming fixed facts it must be Republican representation in the finth allowed In California. For particulars
acknowledged that they are here. Congress. Election day will tell the iPall nn agents of the Santa Fe.
H. S. LUTZ, Agfnt,
Vet
up goes the howl and the tale.
shrieks from the Albuquerque Fakir
Sant? Fe, N. M.
Journal and a few bought up yeJUow
The cattle growers, the shee.p rai
dog sheets In its wake that, the Re- sers, Ihe farmers and business men
publican administration of the Terri- of the sister Territory are awakening
tory has managed territorial affairs to the gravity of the present .political
since It came into power after the situation as regards statehood. They
last Cleveland administration, dishon- - are reading and thinking for themselestly and corruptly and has been full ve8- phis means that the frint state-ograft. The people may read andlfoood cause is finding adherents and;
they can take their choice. Let. them making supporters. The result Is still
LOCAL TIME TABLE.
consider the facts'-athey are and very problematical in Arizona, hut ii
Arrive.
compare them with rue malicious lies is sure that the cause is gaining.
No. 721
12:01 p. m.
published and cast about by tax
No. 723
:15 p.m.
dodgeri, by knockers and by thfl
"The senliment of Arizona for
No. 725
sheets in their pay.
9:40p.m.
the
with
passgrows stronger
Depart.
ing of each day." Arizona Gazette.
720
...9:00 a. m.
PROSPERITY OF COLORADO AND
No one objects to that with a slight, No,
No. 722
4:20 p. m.
NEW MEXICO RAILROADS.
for
Arizona
of
sentiment
The
change.
7:30 p, in.
Colorado railroads show an increase Greater Arizona should grow stronger No. 724
No, 722 connects wi h No.
woat.
of twenty per cent in their business with each day and should make Itself
No. 724 connects with No. 7 west.
for the present year over that In the felt in the right direction November
No. 1 Rtops at all stations.
year which ended June 30, 1905. This Gth next, This policy is diclated by
No. 7 will stop at all atatlona, Lamy
means twenty per cent more prosper the best Interests of all concerned.
to Albuquerque to discharge passenity and twenty per cent more money
from Santa Fe.
for the people of that state during
Mr. Justice Brown's guesswhlchisas gers
Ft. fl. LUTZ. Aent.
the fiscal year Just closed tihan in the good as anol.hers, Is that the RooseCity Ticket Office, Craton Blk., east
previous year. Similar conditions, Just velt colors will be worn in the big
ide
bktt Fe, New Mexico.
as favorable, the New Mexican Is In- - 1908 race by Secretary Taft.
merchants

VMS

BERBER E

'

pro-join- t

AUGUST

SATURDAY,

-

Postntllee,

Daily, six months, by mall
Daily . three months', by mail
Weekly, per yeiir
Weekly, six month
W'PfKly. per quarter

M.

jFt

California

Stop-ove-

-

-

s

1

Plz,

Pine Wines, Liquorsand cigars.
vVEST SIDE

OF PLAZA

:

:

:

SANTA

tE,

N. M,

DUDROW & MONTENiE
Undertakers acd
Embalmers
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

Dtfdrow'i Office Bmldm.

r

Dt Tclepoo

Cleveland to facilitate truffle over
!a bridge. This roadway is 420 feet in
length and rises to a height of sixty-fivfeet. Electricity Is used for the
motive power In operating II. and Ii
has a transportation capacity of ijiio

35.

THE

i

Iu

vehicles

u

dnv.

ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

Automobile

The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hand a large supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work.!
Leave Torrance for Roswell dally at
The abort line between Banta V .,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants: good anywhere, We will Albuquerque and all points of Central 4 a. m., arrive at Roswell at 12 noou.
sell them at five cenls in book form, and Western New Mexico and Roswell Leave Roswell for Torrance daily at
at 1 p. m., arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
hut will give a discount on quantities. ind the Pecos
Valley, saving passen- m.. This Is the schedule time allowed
gers and nulls at least 24 hours In for carrying the mall, but under favorThe New Mexican l'rliitlng Company time in
making these points; also con- able conditions, the trip Is made In
Is prepared to furnish cards de vlsite
necting at Torrance with the Hock Is- about half the time. Grips and hand
for ladies, or gentlemen on short no- land system for all
points east sn saobels carried, but cannot handle
tice, In first class style at reasonable fest.
trunks at present.
prices, either engraved or printed. Call
on the New Mexican Printing Com- J. W. STOCKARD, Manager, Roswell, Kew Mexlc
panj and leave your orders.

MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

Yi.

AUGUST

SATURDAY,

SANTA J?E NEW MEXICAN, SANTA PE, N. M.

11, 1906,

TI(E FIRST

JUATIOJVAL

BAJHy

n.

OF SANTA

NEW MEXICO
HAPPENINGS

The

Capital tUBJM.

Surplus and UnSlv!

Profits

Loans
a general banking business In all Its branch.
of personal and
security. Buys and sells bonds and etocke In all markets for

Transacts
money on

the most favorable terms on all kinds

Its customers. Buys ana 'ells domeetlo end foreign exchange and
makee telegraphic transfers of monsy to all parte of the olvlllzed
world on as liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Interest lowed on time deposlte at the
rate or tnree per cent per annum, on a six morun or year e lerm.
Liberal advancee made on consignments of live etock and products.
The bank executei all orders of Ite patrons In the banking line, and
aims to extend to them aa liberal treatment In all respects, as la con- slstent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety De
posit boxss for ret.t, The patronage of the publle le respectfully soliclted.

--

j
J
f

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
KOSWKLI..

NffW

MKIR'O.

THF, MILITARY SCHOOL OF NRW MBXICO
Established and flapported hy the Territory.
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Ntandar.1 ttatMrn
New tuilliUnK, all f iimlsulngj and equipments raooern and comall conveniences
hatha, water-workad, electrlc-Hghieplete; stauj-hea- t
and
BOARD
LAUNDRY, 83SO per seaslnn. Munition
TUITION,
hree terms of thirteen weeks each.
;
ROSWELL Is a noted health resort,, 11,700 feet above
Sunshine every day-frooptcmbor to June.

Cnl.eg-w-

.

W.

RBOENT8 Nathan laffa,
Flnlay and E. A. Cahonn
For particular! address

Reed,

.H

COL.

W.

J.

M.

V

Atkinson,

W. WILLSON,

A.

Supt.

0J0 CALIENTE

HOT SPRINGS.
are, t?e waters tag been thoroughly test
ed
the miraculous cures attested to

These Celebisted Hot Springs
located In the midst of the Ancient!
miles weatj
;'llff Dwellers, twenty-fivof Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
fa, an about twelve miles from
Station on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters la
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 oet. Climate
very dry and dolightf'jl the year
round. There la now a commodious
hotel for ths convenience of Invalids
and tourists
These waters contain
1.S8S.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkailne Hot
fiprlnss in tfc world. The efficacy of
e

Bar-soc- a

by

the following diseases: Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Malaria, Brlght'a Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Femal
Complain tB, etc., etc. Board,
longing and bathing $2.50 per day; $1
per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
Uenvbr rains and waits for Santa Fe
train upoi request. Tils recort la attractive at all seasons and Is open all
winer. Passengers to OJo Calient
can Ipave Santa Fe at 9 a. m and
reach OJo Callonte at t . . m. the same
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to OJo Callente, $7.40 For further
particulars, address
In
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Ojo
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raican

Watches, Clock Jewelry
Painted Ctina-

filigree

JEWELRY

-

Kepalrot Pine VW.clies and Jewelry Wirk a 'Specialty. Navahn Rug
FIHeree at Wholesale and Ketall.
(Han Onnrta.
West Side Plaza. Santa Pe, U. M.

tiiid In'

P. F. HANLEY.
DEALER IN

FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Imported and Native Wipes for Family Use.
OUR SPECIALTIES-Ol- d
Crow, McBrayer
Onck nhelmer Rye, Teylor and Paxton, Old
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET, SANTA

EL PASO,

California, fjexico
AND THE WEST.

ances dating baek twenty-fivyears.
On Tuesday last a whirlwind passed
over the Bloomfleld divide east of ths
Crouch mesa and many pieces of paper
were seen from a few hundred to over a
thousand feet in the air, whirling and
flashing In the sunlight. The Navajos
have an expression "paper talk" applied to written or printed matter.
There was a papor talk to these bills If
one could only read It and the
question
Whence came
might well he
they?
The Aztea school board bus employed
a corps of teachers for the
coming year
which will give ths town a good school.
Prof
5. Coon of
Hermitage, Mo., Is
principal, Miss Carrie Eblen teacher of
primary and Miss Marylu Hartnun has
charge of the intermediate grades.
Thi.se young teachers have
completed
courses in the best Eastern schools and
will introduce educational methods that
have proven successful.
Chaves County.
Tho Dexter band gave its first concert lust Sunday afternoon, and was
greeted by a large crowd which ap
preciated the boys' efforts. The band
was organized just two months ago
by Cnptain Jack Fletcher of Roswell,
and considering that all were new
and inexperienced men, they are making a record for themselves.
The
program consisted of a religious fantasia, arranged by Ellis Brooks, and
a number ot popular melodies. A
strong effort will be made to keep the
Sunday afternoon concerts going.
Through W. W. Gatewood as attorney J. A. Browning has filed suit in
the district court for Chaves County
against Elgin Douthitt and liis father,
Thomas Douthitt, in which the plaintiff asks judgment for $2,000 damages
and $2,000 exemplary damages, on the
claim that Elgin Douthitt on Beveral
jeeasions threw rocks, staples, caps,
pieces of horseshoe, etc., in his well
on his place fifty miles east of Roswell, thereby damaging the well. It
is charged that the father knew and
encouraged the acts of his son in
damaging the well.
There was to have been a meeting
of the stockholders of the Roswell
Oil Company at the Commercial Club
last Monday night but. only fifteen
men were in attendance.
The meeting was postponed until next Monday
night.
Mrs. F. L. Torian and a party of
Roswell friends witnessed an interesting sight at Demmit lake, the largest
of the Bottomless Lakes, last Saturday morning. The crowd was out for
a enmpout and picnic, but much of
their fun was spoiled by a heavy rain
Friday night. This rain was the cause
of a
the following morning
which was the sight of a lifetime.
Tons and tons of red and white rock
slipped in a body from the top of the
cliff, probably a hundred feet high,
and slid into the lake, causing a dense
vapor to rise and throwing up waves
two feet high that spread over the
entire surface of the lake.
A jolly crowd of Roswell Eagles
went to Carlsbad Monday night to
institute a new aerie. Carlsbad has
a number of Eagles who want a home
nest and a place for their friends. The
Roswell Eagles were In tiumor for fun,
and were prepared to "make the buzzard squawk," as they put it. Those
who went were F. A. Mueller, F. B.
C.
Moon, W. L. Ray, John Fisiher, H.
Kendall, Bruce Jones, Pete Bemis,
Percy Atkinson, A. J. Rukerbrand, C.
L. Murphy, Will Davis, Dr. E. M.
Fisher, J. D. Harned, Tom Davenport,
and II. I. Nowlan. Tom Devenport
now lives at Carlsbad and had been
here visiting relatives over Sunday.
The line of the Pecos Vally TeleEli-dphone Company from Roswell to
was completed last Monday and
now communication can be had from
Carlsbad to Elida over the lines of
this company. The Roosevelt County
Telephone Company's line from Elida
to Texico Willi soon be finished and It
is hoped to get a line eoon from Texico to Albuquerque, which will mean
connections from the Pecos Valley
with Denver, Santa Fe, Las Vegas and
Albuquerque.
Otero County.
A. H. Brubaker, of the Orogrande
Water Company, has let the contraots
for the piping, and accessories, valves
and fire pings, and the same has been
promised by the contractors within
e

Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago
AND THE NORTH AND EAST

EI Paso & Southwestern
Connecting Closely With the Famous
"Golden State Limited"
Vestlbnlnd, Electric Lighted Train
RUNNING THROUUH WITHOUT CHANGE BETWEEN
A Wide

St.

Louis and Chicago.

Also Another .Fast Thro' Train Dally.

Foldera, rates, schedules and other informatinn regarding

w)

trip cheerfully furnished on application to

J.

A.

HILDEBRANT,

Agent,
Torrance, N.

M.

mtmmt

T,

&

S. F.

Railroad Company

will sink fourteen deep wells

at Wlllard and pump

water

an fur east

ai toe

Hook Island.

phenomenal growl h and the price of lots will soon advance. Better come now.

a most

V. R. STILES,
General Passenger Agent,
'
El Paso, Tei.

1

The

com-

The town site is owned by

JOHN BECKER, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
WM. R. BERGER, Secretary.

,

WILBUR A. DUNL.AVY, Vice Pres.
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer,

Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT,
Agent, Estancia, New Mexico.
Carl A. Dalles, Manager of The John flecker Co. Stores at Willard, has charge of the sale of lots in the absence o

three weeks from the signing of the
same. The 'pipe will come from Kansas City and Pittsburg. H is estima
ted that the pipes may aft bo placed
mAmx.nj in thran rook a an jhni
the system may be laid, and water
running into the houses of the town
by the first or second week in
tembor at least.
W. C. Alsdorf, of Water Canon,
Otero County, has discovered water,
at comparatively shallow depth, and
it is taken out as clear as a crystal
and very cool, Indicating that he has
encountered a steady flow of water
at a level that Is very much higher
than Is possible in the south end of
the district. Water Canon lies immediately nordh of the central portion
of a high range of mountains, and is
located below the great ridge that
bisects the mountains. North of this
roint water has always been attained
at comparatively shallow depth.
Monday, an election was held in
to pnss upon the question of
authorizing the Board ot Education
to contract an indebtedness of $1,300
for the erection of a scnool building,
and to Issue the negotiable bonds of
the district in order to do so. The
election was held at the Orogrande
Pharmacy, and was unanimous in
favor of the proposition.

Mr. Corbett.

FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
One of the best fruit ranches In
northern Santa Fe County, about twenEffective Monday, February 2ti, 1906 ty miles from this city, 1b for sale,
Finest Possible Conditions for Fruit
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
North Bouud Max.
of Water,
Sauta Fe,
Frost, Box No. C.-New Mexico.
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Attorney at law,
8
IS
6,471
I.vt
9.60
a
...TomiiHi..
p
valley la free from ai;ail, cold, stormy
New Alcjlno.
winters or excessively hot summers;
at
N.
Simla re,
M., with
Connecting
it is shut in by high mountains and
RICHARD H. HANNA.
the Denvttr & itio tiiaude ilallroad for
as a fruit district the conditions are
Attorneys at Law.
all polntH lu Ciiliiiado, Utah, Idaho,
Phone 66.
almost perfect. Thousands of acres Montuiui,
Office, Griffin Blk.
WiiKlilntun, and the Great
lie uncultivated and eighty per cent NorthweM.
Q. W. PRICHARD,
of the waters of the great Rio Grande
Connecting at Torrance for all
roll by unused. Home seekers
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
are; points east ui1 west with Golden State
Practices In all the District Courts
settling here rapidly and more are! Limited imnm Nos. 43 and 44. Pulland gives Bpeclal attention to cases
welcomed to help make this beautiful man bertha lobeived by wlro.
before the Territorial Supreme Court
For rates and Information address
valley the Tiest In the Heckles.
Office, Capitol BldK., Santa B'e, N. M.
8. B. GRIMSHAW,
For further particulars in general.
prices of bearing orchards, Improved1 0eneral Passenger Agent, Santa Fe.
BENJAMIN M. READ,
To nd From Ro,wel11
and unimproved lands, etc., address,
Attorney at law.
Itoscoe C. Bouncy, real estate and inv . ,Cotm? cti0Q mRde. wltJ? Automob le
SanU Fe, New Mexico.
Jtvuaweii uaii.
at
iur
lurmuce
Ijine
MexNew
migration agent, Kspannln,
l Office, Sena Blk,
Automobile leaves Torrance for
Palace Ave.
co
at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
at 12 noon. Automobile leaves RosCHA8. A. LAW,
SANTA CLARA
INDIAN FESTIVAL well tor Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
Attorney-at-Law- .
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
10
fare
be
The
et
J90G.
at
in.
Torrance
p.
Sunday, August. 12t.h,
U. S. Land Office Practice, a
Specialty.
On this occasion the Santa Clara In- tween Santa Fe and Torrance is 6.b5
Claytou,
sew Mexico.
Roswell
will
dians
Torrance
and
be
and
between
those
of
San
by
joined
Palace.
Juan and San Ildefonso and an ex-- $10. Reserve seats on automobile by
George Spence.
N. 8. Ross.
A. B. Oeniug, Albuquerque; Charles temle(l
J. W. STOCKARD,
program 0f dancing, racing and wire.
8PENCE & ROSE.
Wright, Kansas City; W, C. Forgunon, games has been arranged.
Manager Automobile Line.
Attorneys.
Denver; Mrs. Robert Kellahin and chii-- i
Santa Fe Lodge of Elks will have
Land, Mining and Corporation Law
(Homestead Entry No. 6411.)
dren, Roswell; Miss Maggie Neff, Miss in charge an excursion to be run over
specialities, Notary In Office.
Notice for Publication.
Dollie Nsff,
Harper, Kansas; Miss the D. & R. G. Railway on this date,
Estancia.
New Mexico.
Amelia Mile-- , Virginia, Illinois; Mrs. train to leave Santa l e at 8 a. m., re- Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Emma Dennison, Mrs. L. Marshall, turning arriving at. Santa Fe at 9
WILLIAM H. H LLEWELLYN,
p. m.
July 12, 1906.
Harper, Kansas; C. W. Lutes, San
Attorney at law.
rare
tor the round trip $1.50. Tlck-- j
Notice is hereby given that the
Francisco.
Ua Crucea, New Mexico.
on sale at Fischer's Drug S torn
has
notice
filed
settler
Claire.
District Attorney for Dona Ana.
and Kerr's Barber Shop.
of hls intention to make final proof
W. T. Adams, St. Louis: W. E. DudOtero, Orant, Luna and Sierra Com),
in support of his claim, and that said
ties, Third Judicial District.
ley, Alftmogordo; G. W. Uargaurd, I.
.i
..uuiiui nuoni to nay ror a,,imnf wni he madfl heforA the resistor
M. Goodman,
Dos Moines: L. B. Syl- daily paper, subscribe for tho
Weekly or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
A. W. POLLARD,
vester, Monte Vista, Colorado: K. J, New Mexican Review and get the
i
August 23, 1906, viz.:
Attornsy at law.
Campen, Denver; C. I. Thaver, Golden: cream of tho week's doings, it Is a
,
N.E
Pablo
for
the
Chavez,
District Attorney, Luna County.
William P. Banning, New York; W. M. good paper to send to your frlenda.
T. 11 N., It. 13 E.
Denun
New Mexico.
Woody, RInconada; G. U. Porryman,
lie names tho following witnesses
If you have anything to sell, rem or
Nicholas
Mr.
and Mm,
Omaha;
Dclansy,
lo
prove his continuous residence up- J.
exchange use the "Want" columns of
Boaham.
H. C. Wade.
Madrid; W. A. Snyder, Fort Morgan, the New
on and cultivation of said land, viz.::
Mexican.
ON HAM A WADE,
W.
G.
G.
Rsillv.
W,
Colorado;
Sr.,
Frank S. Leyba, Natlvidad Leyba,
Attorney! at Liv..
Reilly. Jr., H. H. Reilly. A. Murphy, II.
The Now MeXKn PrlntlnR Corapany Luis Montoya, Macarlo Leyba, all of
Practice in the Supreme and
K.
W.
V,
J.
is
Eden,
Murphy,
Ryan,
;
prepared to fill promptly and
Courta of the Territory, in the
Galisten, N. M.
Thomas factorlly all orders for engraved
Benjamin Wllkle.
Probate Courta and before the TJ. S,
MANUEL ft, OTERO,
W. H. Phillips, Mr. and Mrs, ing cards, marriage announcements.
Register. Surveyor Generals and V. 8. Land
C. I. Inman, Wichita; A. Zegisr, Tilnl-- j Invitations and all work of that kind!
Officers.
Lai Crucea, N. M.
dad; Thomas Corn well, Lvttlelon Lewis,
If you do not care io pay for a dally
"kNO THE WORLD GOES ON."
E. C. ABBOTT,
Cowles; W. M. Rapp, John A. Laughlin,
paper, subscribe for the Weekly New
H"ve s the title to a new song
Mexican Review and get the cream of
Attornsy at Uw.
Trinidad; T. V, Rubev. Dallas; W. S.
Praotieiii In the District and Suthe week's doings, it ia an excellent
preme Courts. Prompt and careful atpaper to send to your friends.
,
,,
thfi l(Jf ,
tention given to all business.
Normandie.
io" nin noi..i. i
:Santn fe
feU,UM
District Attorney for the Countlea
The
Now
,T.
can
Mexican
do
St.
J.
L.
Louis popularity. When you eat there once
Morns,
F,
printing
Gaynur,
of Santa Te, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
Jesse J. Wooton, Denver- Joseph A you have a longing desire to continue equal to that done In any of the large Juan.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
Naplver, Las Vegas; Toinasino Alderet-p- , a customer. And the world still goes
we
work
out.
turn
once
our
work
Try
on.
Are you glad?
George Tremaine, El Paso; J. M.
and you will certainly come again. We
A. B. RENEHAN,
Msrriwsalher, Pueblo; Luis Maria Marlhave all the facilities for turning out
REMEMBER!
Practices In the Supreme and Disine?,, Mora; Charles Kratzer. Denver:
every class of work, Including one of trict
Courts; Mlnnlng and Land Law
G. E. Vessels. Fnld, Oklahoma; E. A. That lie Bon Ton Is the only eating the best
binderies In the west.
a Specialty. Rooms 8 9 Sena
in the city of Sanla Fe that
house
SherWlllott, Marlon Slinm, Wichita;
B)dg.,
Palace Ave., Banta Fe, N. M.
at night. Tho doors are
man Shouss, Centralia, Indian Terri- keeps open
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
never closed and yon can get sometory.
You can get some bargains In the
thing to eat nt any hour of the clay or
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
Coronado.
real estate line nght now by calling
night,
(Late Surveyor General)
C. D. Brown, Denver; S, Il.Tedford
on the reliable real estate dealore,
Attornsy at law.
R C. Bonney, Epannlu; J. I,. Barks,
Banta Fe
The intense itchiug characteristic of Hughes & Delgado Office west side
New Mexico.
of Plaza.
Denver; C. Seitz, R. Beglea. Garland, salt rheum and eczema 1s
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
instantly
Robillard.
Kansas; Arthur
Sturgeon allayed by applying Chamberlain's
Bay, Wisconsin; H. H. Berry. Newton, Salve. As a cure for skin disease this
PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
EMMETT PATTON,
Kansas; W. Z, Wade, Moriarty; John J. salve is unequalled.
For sale by all
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Why Is It that the firm of Hughes A
Box it, Roswell, New Mexico,
Grey, C. F. Ellison, Edward Mn nnlnger. druggists.
Delgado are making a success of the
0. T. Ratllffe, Wichita.
real eslate business? It Is because this Office over Citizen's National Bank.
New Mexican want ads will get you firm Is reliable and any property
CITY OF MEXICO VIA SANTA FE, anything on earth
placed In their hands will be looked
FRANK W. CLANCY,
S43.65.
after In a businesslike manner, Office
Attorney at law.
One fare for the round trip dates
District Attorney for Second Judicial
Subscribe for the New Mexican, west ot Plaza.
of sale April 25th to May 5th, return
District
limit July 21st.
EXCURSION
SUMMER
RATE3.
Practices In the District Court an I
.Subscribe Tor the New Mexican.
Also on June 25th to July 7th, re-- j We print the news the dav It
By way of the Santo Fe Central, E. the Supremo Court of the Territory;
limit September 15th. Also Sep- - pens.
P. & S. W. and Rock Island system to also before the United States
Suprtw
.
tember 3d to 1 llh Inclusive, return
points in Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Court in Washington.
limit October 81st. l iberal stop overs
a "want ad" in the New Mexican Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, South
New
Mexico.
Albuquerque,
allowed.
Dakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin, Wybrings sure results.
Just like Santa Fe all the way.
oming and to Memphis, Tennessee,
OSTEOPATHY.
Call on any agent for information.
Dates of sale June 9th to 16th, July
New Mexican advertising pays.
H. S. LUTZ,
1st to 10th, good for return passage
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
until October 31st.
rr. e. No. 49i7.
On these excursions, rates to Chi
Osteopath.
NOTtCB FOR PUBLICATION.
No. 103 Palace Ave.
cago for round trip will be $48.35. St
DEPARTMENT
OP THE INTRRIOR.
Louis $43.35, Kansas City $35.85. Mem- Successfully treats acute and chronlo
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
phis, Tenn., $45.50. For further infor- disease without drugs or medicines.
Aiifcuit 6, 1906.
No charge for Consultation.
Notice is hereby (riven that Epltacia Hrito mation, call on S. B. Grimshaw, gener
de Garcia, widow of Julio Garcia, has filed al passenger agent.
Hours:
m.,
Phone 156.
p. m.
notice of her intention to make final proof
in iupporl of hia claim, viz: Homestead
Entry No. 4017 made for the W K N W H See.
MINING ENGINEERS.
The New Mexican Printing Company
U. TownshlD 16 N . Ranee 10 E. anil that aalrl
proof will be made before the
and is prepared to do the best of brief
N
at
M,
on
Santa
neceiver,
re,
September work In short order and at rery reasCONY T. BROWN,
13, 1906.
She names the following witnesses to onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
Mining Engineer.
prove her continuous residence upon, and have their briefs
printed rapidly and Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico
cultivation of. the land, viz:
Tito Duran, Antonio Garcia, Matins
School of Mines.
correctly and to present them to the
Francisco Hrito, all of Santa Fe, New
New Mexico.
Supreme Court now In session here Socorro,
Mexico
on time, should call on the New MexManuel r. otero,
ican Printing Company and leave their
Register.
CIVIL ENQ'RS AND PURVEYORS.
orders.

THE BEAUTIFUL
ESPANOLA VALLEY
Raising-Abund-

Santa Fe Central Rail'y
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Most Conveniently Reached
via TORRANCE and

Los Angeles,

H'

WILLARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

a

FE

A.

Willard has already made

iand-slld-

MANITFACTUREH OF

DEALER IN

aii Haul

M

Wait, Fsatehr

Opala, Tnrs)itl

Oust

Proprietor.
N. Jtt.

Calicnte. Taos County,

sbsjissm

A WORD TO THE WISE INVESTOR IS SUFFICIENT

The New Fiden canal survey as to
main line has been com plated and ths
party has been temporarily disbanded
Mr. Burwell
awaiting construction.
speaks in high terms of his party as
one of the most efficient, and pleasant
that lie has ever had. lie speaks hlgh'y
of Surveyor Holly, of San Juan Countv.
It seems that they are old acquaint-

tSt.Mt

isss

pany has bought twenty acres of ground adjoining the town site and Is negotiating for forty acres more.

Aztec.
-

bm mbi

THttE

WATER WILL MAKE IT FAMOUS.

Sun Juan County.
The work of laying brick sn the new
Methodist church building at D and
Fifth streets will begin under the asper- vision of C. O. Brewer. The new building will bo the largeH church pdifics In

The oldest banking Institution In New Mtxloo, Established In 117a
RUFU8 J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vine President.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.

issssssssss
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CORBET & SMYTHE.
The New Mexican Printing
ComCivil, Mining anti Hydraulic
pany Is prepared to fill promptly and
Engineers.
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
Assaying and General Contracting.
announcevisiting cards, marriage
East side Plaza
Santa Fe, N. M.
ments, Invitations and all work ot that
low
kind. Prices as
as compatible
RALPH A. MARBLE,
with good work. Call at the New
Civil Engineer and Surveyor.
Mexican office nnd examine
samples
United States Deputy.
the disease, and giving the patieut strength and prises.
by building up the constitution and assisting
Estancia,
New Mexico.
nature In doing its work, The proprietors
have so much faith In its curative powers
Letter heads, bill heads, note beads,
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any
HIRAM T. BROWN,
case that It fails to cure, Send for lint of envelopes, of all sizes printed and sold
testimonials.
by the New Mexican Printing Com- CIVIL ENGINEER AND 8URVEYOR
Address F. J. CHKNBT A CO., Tolepo O.
U. 8. Mineral Surveyor
pany at low rates and In quantities to
Sold by all Druggists, 750.
,
Take Hall Family Pills for constipation.
suit. Satisfaction guaranteed.
anta Ut
New Mexlet

$100 Rewaid, $100.

-

The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able to cure In
all its stages and that is Catarrh. Hall's
Catarrh Cure Is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
being a constitutional disease, requires a
constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh
Cure Is taken internally, acting directly
upon the blood and .millions surfaces of the

--
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STETSON HATS

Mrs. II. N. Jaffa and son Edgar, of
Albuquerque, have returned to 'the
Duke City from a visit, to friends in
Denver.
Mr. nml Mrs. K. H. Paul returned
to Santa Fe last evening from a visit
Wliltcomb
to
and
Alliuquerqu'
Springs.
S. 11. Grimshaw, general mannger
of the Santa Fe Central Railway, re-- !
turned this afternoon after a business
trip to Las Vegas.
Mrs. Frost, Miss Pain and Grahme
II. Frost, expect to leave Monday evening for the Grand Canon of the Colorado for a few days visit.
Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds, of Las Ve
gas, wile of the well known Banker,
Is among the New Mexicans who are
sojourning at the Grand Canon In Ari-

the East as well as to the West.
To the North and to the South the
To

Itetson
ATS
increasing numbers year after ver. 'I he whole Wor'rt
contributes In material and wears the result.
rc ai k nt
Everywhere the Stetson Hat -- Soft and Deivy
Jged as the standard in etyle, beauty and tinls'i
Go In

wl--

WE

CARRY

FULL LINE AT

A

POPULAR

zona.

PRICES

Chief Justice and Mrs. W. J. Mills
anil sons accompanied by Mrs. Chas.
A. Spless, of Las Vegas, have gone, to
t ho Grand Canon of the Colorado for

line which comes cheaper in price,
Soft, from 1.25 to up to S3. 50

Wc also Cairv another
Derby, $J 50.

cnnm Akin
hnai
ouuint nnu pcdq
iiuuunni.

a sojourn.

SWEET

W

PANTS
I

1

vk

No doubt

dnhrn

;

you

have heard of the
SWEET ORR pants
We can y a big line
of latest styles.

Handsome

If;

pat-

terns and perfect
fit will certainly
please you.
J,,3 San FruneUcii St.
SANTA

I

N. M.

F..

N athan Salmon
Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.

Mrs. G. II, Van Slone and children
will reach the city tomorrow and will
lie the guests of Mrs.
Van
Stone's
mother, Mrs. W. C. Hurt, for the next
two weeks,.
Mrs. Nullum Salmon and .Miss Salo-in- a
Salmon, who have been at the
Jeniez Springs for the past month, returned to their home in Santa. Fe
the early part of the week.
Mrs. .1. P. Lyug, wire of the city
ticket and passenger agent of the San-!t- a
Fe Central Railway, is expected
in return Home next ween utter an
I'Xteudeil visit, at Portsmouth, Ohio.
Mrs. T. B. Catron and son Fletcher,
sailed yesterday from New York for
Europe Where they will remain for
some .time and while Fletcher Catron
attends school nt. Geneva, Switzerland.
Miss Nellie Doyle, who has been
Pd f,r ttif, nnfit ffw
flu!! l,,.r t
months expects to leave in the near
future lor her home in Milwaukee.
She is a guest at St. Vincent's Sanitarium.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Bishop, accompanied by their son and daughter, will
leave Monday for a week's camping
and fishing trip either north of the
city in the vicinity of Tesuque or on
the Upper Pecos.
Miss Lulu Nichols, the daughter of
a well known family at Springfield,
Missouri, who has been visiting friends
during the summer In Las Vegas,
spent several days in Santa Fe during
She Is
the past; week, sightseeing.
delighted with the southwest.
Mrs. L. Bradford Prince, Rev. Dr.
j. W. Wasson, of New York, and Mr.
Sand Mrs. William Bradford Prince'linve
spent the week at the Prince Sunshine
ranch north of Espanola. They will
likely remain there during the coming
week.

John Van I lout en, of Raton,
accompanied by her cousin, Mrs. Ida
Scharnagel, of Kansas City, Missouri,
have returned to their Raton home
from a visit at Trout, Springs near
Las. Vegas, where they were guests
at the Nordhaus cottage.
Dr. Charles A. Wheelon. A. 11.
Broudliead and A. B. Craycraft. will
leave during the coming week for a
trip to the cliff dwellings in Pajarito
Park. They expect to be absent for
a week. Mr. Craycraft will be prepared
to take views of scenery and archaeological objects.
Miss Staa'b and Miss McKenzie returned Thursday from Trout. Springs
near Ijis Vegas, where for the past
week they have been guests of Max
Nordhaus at a house party In the
riding and
mountains. Horseback
mountain climbing were features of
the affair and both report a most enjoyable time.
James L. Seligman, president of
the Seligman Brothers
Dry Goods
Company, will leave tomorrow for
and other
New York, Philadelphia
eastern trade centers, partly on business and partly for recreation. While
east he will purcnase tne iau ana wm-- '
ter stock of goods for the company and
also visit, relatives.
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds
and family, left today for Las Vegas,
Mrs. Raynolds and children will re-- ;
main, there for ft week's visit at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson Ray-- I
Sec-- I
nolds, parents of the secretary.
retary Raynolds will join Governor
Hagerman and party at Las Vegas for
'a trip over El Paso and Southwestern
railroad lines.
Governor Hagerman will entertain
at. a dinner party tonight at 8 o'clock
at the executive residence. The affair
will be elaborate though quite Informal. The fallowing are the guests:
Hon. and Mrs. Arthur Seligman, Mr.
and Mrs. Levi Hughes, Mr. and Mrs.
Amado Chaves, Mrs. Hardinge, Miss
Elizabeth Massie, Miss Nina Otero,
Major R. J. Palen and Dr. J. A. Massie.
Mrs. Robert Kellahln and children,
of Roswell, have arrived in the city
and are guests at the Palace Hotel.
Mrs. Kellahln Is the wife of the postmaster of that thriving city and is on
a visit to Santa Fe for the benefit of
her health. They looked for apartments
it St. Vincent's Sanitarium, but finding that all of the guests' rooms at
that institution were engaged, took
rooms at the Palace Hotel,
Mrs.

WINTER GROCERY CO.
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:

Ojo Caliente, New Mexico,

I
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TRY IT.

j
!

All Yon Want
i

wate!?.

!

M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY
s,

E. Corner Plaza,

Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40. I

Cart WRIGHT & Bro.,
WHOLESALE GROCERS
H. B.

Grain. Flour and Potatoes.

Stationery.
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT

ATTINTION GIVEN MAIL ORDER.

MKT A

FI,

N. M.

"CHRYSALITE"
Enameled Ware
IS NOT THE CHEAPEST BUT THE BEST. WHY
NOT
DOES
THAT
BUY ANY OTHER MAKE
RERECENTLY
WE
OIVE SATISFACTION.
CEIVED A LARGE SHIPMENT OF THIS WARE

. .

Our Prices Will Surely Interest You

. . .

ONCE YOU BECOME A USER OF THIS WARE,
KIND.
BUY ANY OTHER
YOU WILL NEVER
COME IN AND LET US SHOW IT TO YOU ANY

I
H

g

TH1E W. A. McKENZIE
HAIR DWARE STORE

!

I 228Sant rancisco St.
9

Telephone

14

s

Cloud-croft-

Kel-lahi-

w!-t!-

Cart-wrigh- t,

LEGAL BLANKS.
CONFORMING
TO THE LAWS
NEW MEXICO.

,

first-clas-

--

rW

WAt

sweet-peas-

OF

The New Mexican Printing Company
has the largest facilities and most
modern machinery for doing all kinds
s
of Printing and Binding In
of Loose-lea- f
style. Manufacturers
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work
a specialty. Best Book Bindery In the
Southwest.
Mining Blanks.
Amended Location Notice,
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
Appeal Bonds,
sheRt.
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
Professor Hiram Hadley, superinsheet.
Appearance Bond,
tendent of public instruction, who has
Appearance Bond, on Continuance
been In attendance on the Normal Institute for San Miguel county at Las Bond for
Appearance, District Conri,
Vegas, returned home yesterday. He Justice
sheet.
Quarterly Report,
was very favorably impressed with
Bond for Deed,
sheet.
the work being done there. He also
Rond. General Form,
visited the Summer school at the New
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
Tin
Vni.rn.nl
tr
ot
tlio
rum
Mo.Im
Ct'
Marriage, 75C per dOMD.
Monrtn. fltr ami nnwnM
rrn, Official
Bond,
duates of the school, with diplomas.
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
sheet
Miss Emilia Read, daughter of Ben- Certificate of Election,
sheet.
sheet.
jamin M. Read, celebrated her 20th Letters of Guardianship,
aheet.
birthday lat Wednesday. In honor Guardian's Bond arid Oath,
of th natal event she entertained a Letters of Administration,
sheet.
small company of her girl friends at Administrator's Bond and Oath, Mr
a dinner party at the Hotel Claire, af-- !
aheet.
ter which an informal reception was Letters Testamentary,
held at the Read home. The occa-- j Declaration In Assumpsit,
sheet.
slon was a very enjoyable one for all Declaration In Assumpsit on Note.
concerned
and
sheet.
of
especially
pleasure for the hostess. The guests Satisfaction of Mortgage,
were Misses Vicentlta Montoya. Ma- - Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet
ria Sena, Florentlna Read, Blolsa Del- - Mortgage Deed without Insurance
M

'

gado, Rosarito Alarld, Lueif ? Sena,
Alary Dietz and Maria, Alderete.
Miss Fannie French, a teacher In
the Normal University at Las Vegas
arrived In Santa F today and will be
the guest oC Superintendent
Hiram
Hartley and Mrs. Hadley. She is) en
route to her home at Las Cruces,
Governor Hugcmian has accepted an
invitation to be present at the celebration of the 100th anniversary of
the discovery of Pike's Peak at Colorado Springs beginning September 23
and lasting until the 29th. The affair
promises to be elaborate. A number
of Washington officials bnve accepted
Invitations to attend. There will bo
BOO United States soldiers present to
participate and many other features.
Governors of various states will he
present.
One of the pleasant society events
of the week took place Tuesday afternoon, when Mrs. R. J. Pnlen entertained a company of ladles at her home
on Upper Piilnee Avenue. Bridget whist
and five hundred,- two popular card
games of the day, were the modes
of amusement.
The Palen residence
was decorated for the event, with a
,
of
which gave an
attractive settling to the rooms and
the air with fragance.
freighted
after cards were lain aside a dainty
luncheon was served. Quite a number
of visiting ladies were
among the
guests. Those present were: Mesdani-eOtero, Frost, Fitch, of Socorro, Reld
Watson Spitz, Hardinge, Thorn of Fairfield. Iowa; Llewellyn. Thomas
Bergere, Sroufe; Miss Payne
and Miss Griffin, of Kansas City; Miss
Dye, of Waynesborough, Georgia; M
ork;
Malleson, ot Rochester. New
Miss Tfodgsou, of Roswell anil Miss
Spitz.
Sunday morning ar 10 o'clock, Governor Hagermnn and Attorney General
W. C. Reid will leave Santa Fe for a
tour of the section along the El Paso
Railroad lines in
and South wes'tern
the private car of genera: manager
H. S. Simmons. Territorial Secretary
.1. W. Raynolds will join tho party nt
Las Vegas. The following towns along
the route will be visited: The private
car will reach French Sunday evening
From there It will he taken to Dawson
arriving there Monday morning and
after a short stop will leave for Tucum-ear- i
reaching there the same afternoon at 3 o'clock. Leaving Tueumcarl
at midnight, the party will arrive In
Santa Rosa the following morning. On
Tuesday afternoon, Alamogordo will
be reached. After several hours stop
,
there, the car will continue to
where the Governor and party
will attend the annual meeting of the
The
New Mexico Bar Association.
governor will probably be absent, for
two weeks.
James G. Fitch, of Socorro, Grana
Master of the Grand Lodge of A. F.
and A. Masons of the Territory, who
has been on a tour of Inspection of
the various Masonic lodges In the central, eastern and northern parts of the
Territory, has returned to his home in
the Gem City, having been absent
about three weeks. His trip was an
enjoyable one and he found the Masonic lodges in the various cities and
towns in flourishing condition. They
all show increases in membership and
financial prosperity. His trip was a
one. Robert
very satisfactory
postmaster at Roswell, who Is
also Grand Lecturer of the Grand
Lodge of Freemasons of the Territory
and who accompanied Grand Master
James G. Fitch, of the order on his
recent inspection of the several New
Mexico subordinate Lodges, has reached his home well pleased
the result of his labors and of his travels.
These have been Instructive and pleasant.
The Capital City Club gave Its
regular fortnightly dancing party Tuesday evening at Adam's hall. There,
were just enough devotees of the light
fantastic in attendance to make it
a pleasant affair. Quite a number of
the guests were from out of town and
the members of the club saw to it that
they enjoyed themselves in so far as
dancing was concerned. Those present from elsewhere were Mr. and Mrs,
E. R. Paul, of Pittsburg; Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Sidebottom, of El Paso; Mrs. J.
G. Fitch, of Socorro; Miss Josephine
Grfmshaw, of Denver and Miss Lulu
Nichols of Springfield. Missouri. Others in attendance were:
Attorney
General and Mrs. W. C. Read, Dr. and
Mrs. David Knapp, Mr. and Mrs. O.
C. Watson, Mr and Mrs. S. Spitz, Mr,
and Mrs. R. H. Hanna, Mr, and Mrs.
H. P. Bardshar, Mr. and Mrs. S. B.
Grimshaw, Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Bishop,
Mrs. F. W. Sharron, Mrs. E. A. Fiske,
Dr. Charles A. Wheelon, S. G.
A. F. Spiegleberg, Carl Bishop,
W. W. Corbett, Manuel Otero and C.
L. Haberleln,

fI

sheet.
Clause,
Options,
Notice of Protest,
Nomrles' Notice of Publication, to
sheet,
nheet.
Warranty Deed,
Quit Claim Deed,
Bargain and Sale Deed,
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
8heet.
Release of Deed of Trust.
Homestead Affidavit,
Homestead Application,
sbeet,

11, 1005.

CHARLES WAGNER

Furniture Co.
306 to 308 San Francisco Street.

are as far

We

Affidavit,

Homestead Proof, full sheet-No1 Homestead,
sheet.
shent.
Desert Land Entry,
Affidavit Required of Claimant, 4 069,
Notice to Assessor by Probate Clerk,

the

in

LEAD

,

as
TEDDY
in

Mrshect.
Lmae of Personal Property,
Chattel Mortgage,
Warrant to Appraisers, full ahept.
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
Mortgage Deed, 6fib.eet.
Power of Attorney,
Bund to Keep the Pence,
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Comsheet.
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum
mons,
Replevin Bo.id,
Execution
Forcible Rntry and Detainer,
shept.
Replevin Writ, 't sheet.
Replevin Au'ulavit,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint, V sheet
Warrant,
sheet.
Commitment,
Attachment Atttilavit,
Attachment. Bond,
General Blankt.
Township Plats, Vt s beet.
Sheep Contract,
sheet.
Agreement,
Application for License, Retail l.lqnoi
Denlers, V2 sheet.
Application for License, (lames an
Butcher's Bond,
Attachment Writ,
Attachment Summons as Garnishee.

Lmh,

Execution,
Summons,

AUGUST

SATURDAY,

Charles Wagner, Licenced Embalmcr.

WWW
Established

j

WJtffljgffl

BHsiSsbBBMssHssbssm I 'f.

1856.

Incorporated

1903- -

5

Seligman Bros. Co.

Great Reduction
ON ALL

Summer Goods
;

LESS THAN COST

COEpCIfJG

sbeet.

representing the
PEOPLE

UNORRTAKINO AND BMBAI.MIN0.

MONDAY JULY 2 3

Suhpoe-- n

Capins Complaint,
Search Warrant

shee..

Uiock Blanks.
Sale, Animals Hearing Vendor's
In Hooks
Recorded Brand,
25 Blanks, 40c per Book.
Bill of Sale, Animals not Bearing Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Bill of Sale, Range. Delivery, y4 sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive id Handle
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
Brand,
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle
Animals not Bearing Owner's Re--i
corded Brand,
Certificate of Brand,
Special Ruling Work our Specialty
Our Blank Books speak for them
selves.
spamsn Dianas,
Auto de Arresto,
Auto de Prison,
Declaraclon Jurada,
Flanza Oflcial,
Flanza Oflcial y Juramento
pliego.
Flanza para Guardar la Paz,
Contrato de Pa tldo,
pliego.
Escrltura de Renuneia,
sheet.,
Documento Garantizado,
Formula de Enumeracion, 4 pliego.
Coulrato Bntres los Dlreclorea y Pre-ceptores,
Contrato de Combustible, '4 pi lego.
Notns
Obligaciones, 2;c por .Ml.
Llbros Certlflcados de Bonos, $1.
Ubros d i Reclbos, Supervisor de
Caminos, 0f,c.
Hlpoteca rte Menus Muebles,
pllego.
Documento de Hlpoteca.
Documento Garantizado, estenaa for-

Ladies Hats, Shirt Waists
Lawns, Dimities, Ladies and
Misses Canvass Oxfords, Mens
and Bovs Straw Hats, Out-

Rill of

-

ma

enters.

Certlfleado de Matrimonii). UK
Proof of Labor,
Lode Mining Location,

ing Suits, Trousers, etc.
For Half 'a Century

the Leading Dry Goods House

Phone 36.

P. O. Box 219.

WW WW WW

in the City

WW WW WW WW WW WW WW

Colorado
RASPBERRIES

1

t

Now at their best. Will also have California Strawberries and Blackberries
every Thursday.
POULTRY
WEDNESDAYS
&
FRIDAYS

tj. S.
Phone 26.

HAUJVE & COMPANY
Leading urocers.

Phone 26

sheet.

Placer Mining Location,
Title Bond to Mining Property,
Title Bond and Lease of Mining Prop

CUT PRICES!

fifty,
sheet.
Mining Deed,
Mining Lease,
Coal Declaratory Statement,
Coal Declara tory Statement with Powe
Afflda--Schoof Attorney and

Blanks.
Oath of School Director,
Certificate of Apportionment of School
sheet.
Funds,
District Clerk's Annual Report,
sheet.
Enumeration Form,
sheet
Teacher's Certificate,
sheet.
Certificate of Appointment, '4 sheet.
Contract for School Teacher,
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
'
Contract for Fuel,
sheW,
Prices.
On
or
.05
each
Full sheet, each
l
2
per dozen
35
per dozen
Full sheets, per dozen
65
1.75
per hundred
2.50
per hundred
Full sheets, per hundred
4.00
100 assorted blanks take the per
100 price.
On an order of 500 blanks, customer'
business card will be printed under fll
lag wit'nrvjt extra cost.

CUT

PRICES.

We have a quantity

of first class
rurniture, stoves and ranges that we
are going to close out in the next
thirty days at great bargains. Now Is
t.be time to fit up your house when
you can get the best goods at the lowest prices. We will furnish your
house from kitchen to garret. Yon
can pay cash and get a discount, or
we will give you all the time you want
on easy payments.
Call In and an
our goods.

D.

S. LOWITZKI,

Lower Ban Franclaco St., Santa

II

)(bw mexico Employment Bureau
AND REALTY CO.
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

Estate Bought. Sold and Exchanged.

'USTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.,
The wew Mexican Printing Company
Money
has prepared civil and criminal dock-- i
ets especlallv for the use of justices
of the peace. They are especially
RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.
ruled, with printed headings, in elthe
Spanish or English, made of good recBusiness of Noc-Residts Attended to.
ord paper, strongly and durably bound
with leather back and covers and canvas, sides, have full inrlex In front and
tbe fees of justices of the peace and
-constables printed In full on the first
The pages are lOxfi inches
page.
These books are made up In civil ane"
criminal dockets, separate of 32
pages each, or with both civil and
criminal bound in one book, 80 pages
civil and 320 pages criminal. To In
103 Pilac. Avnu.
'Pnon. No. 1M.
troduce them they are offered at tbe
!
following low prices:
Civil or criminal
$4.00
Combined civil and crlminnal. . . J5.00
For 45 eents additional for a single
The New Mexican can do printing
The Legislative Manual for 1905 or
docket, or 65 cents additional for a equal to that done In any of the large m..a Book
historical
for New
combination docket, they will be sent j cities, Our solicitor:
.
, ,
,
Every piece of
m
0lnclal
an1
or
mall
In
vnle t
Cash
by
crnpenauim
work we turn out. Try our work one
prepaid express.
full must accompany
order. State and you will certainly come again. We ' every business man and officer and of
!alnly whether English or Spanish have all the facilities for turning out Interest to every citizen, 304 pages,
printed heading Is wanted. Address every class of work, Including one of Price $1.60. Address the New Mex-th- e
lean Printing Company, Santa Fe,
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
best binderies In the west.

Lent on Approved Security.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:

A Nice 7 Room House.
Lot.

Good Location.

FttfU Trees.

j

Large
Plenty of

SATURDAY,

AUGUST

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, X. M.

11, 1906,

tax collector, 1ms
Every woman cofett a
announced himself as a candidate for
shapely, pretty figure, and
nomination as sheriff on the Demmany of them deplore the
ocratic ticket In his county.
lost of their girlish forma
after marriage. The bearing
Don't forget the Elks' excursion to
Wash tics only 'ISci'iit at Utile'.
Santa Clara Indian festival Sunday,
of children is often destructive
Louis Lowllzkl liiis lcl'l. for a
to the mother's shapeliness.
of several
weeks
nt ,teino, August 12th. Get your tickets early
us only a limited number will lie sold.
All of this can be avoided,
Springs.
Miss Josslo Jfisper of Alliuqiicrriue No passes or free transportation will however,
the use of Mother's Friend before baby comes, as this
by
has been visit ing for several days in be honored on this train.
great liniment always prepares the body for the strain upon it, and
Santa Fe.
W. H. Hahn, on of the owners ol
preserves the symmetry of her form. Mother's Friend overcomes all the
Regular meeting of tho. Woman's the Capital Coal yards in this city
of child-birtand carries the expectant mother safely through
danger
Board of Trade, Monday at 2: SO p. m. and president of the Albuquerque and
critical
this
period without pain. It is woman's greatest blessing.
at the Library rooms,
Cerrillos Coal Company, attended to
Thousands gratefully tell of the benefit and relief derived from the
Captain Fred Fonioff of the Now business nffairs today in the capital.
use of this wonderful
Mexico Mounted Police, left today for
Charles L. Thayer, secretary of the
remedy. Sold by all
on
business!
official
Is
Cold
Bullion
which
Albuquerque
engagCompany
The Home Missionary Society will ed In extensive mining operations In druggists at $i.oo per
meet at the home of Mrs. J, A. Carl- the Golden Mining District In this bottle. Our little
isle at 3 p. m. Tuesday, August 14. county, was a guest, at, the Claire hobook, telling all about
iff
Max Kalter returned
this liniment, will be sent free.
homo this tel today.
morning after spending a vacation of
Sanla Clara Indian Festival, August
Tie Bnifleld Renlitir Co., Attuti. fit
a couple of weeks at .Temez Springs.
12th, promises to he one of Che largJ. K. Mead a tourist from Omer, est and
most entertaining Indian exMichigan, was an arrival today in hibitions given in New Mexico for cried for the sale of three horses and
a mule this afteruou at tho Plaza.
Santa Fe, and registered at the Claire some
time past. Train will leave
The animals were found running at
hotel.
the depot at 8 a. m., sharp and only
W, M. Woody, engaged in mining at a limited number of tickets will be large and as no claimants appeared
after a reasonable lapse of time It
fllenwoody, Rio Arriba County, was an sold.
was decided to auction them off and
arrival last evening from the north.
Willium M. Rapp, of the linn of turn the proceeds Into the treasury
He came on personal business.
Architects of I. IT. and W. M. Rapp, of the cattle sanitary board.
Word was received In the city yes-- , and contractor John A. Lauglilin, of
A divorce case has been filed in the
terday of 'the death of tho infant son Trinidad, arrived in the city last even- first judicial district court, for Rio
1
of Felipe Sandoval at Rspanola. The ing.
They are here on professional Arriba County entitled:
Lucy Ann
child died tho lay previous of cholera business, Mr. Rapp being the architect
Myers vs. Daniel Myers. The plaint.'il.i away thru !ireil look
In charge and Mr. Laughlin the conInfantum.
tiff sues for absolute divorce, on the
tractor for the new jail building now
from
a lady's face after the house- - work
of
and
A.
abuse.
for
the
grounds
repeated cruelty
Joseph
Napier, inspector
in course of construction here.
Tho couple were married at Aztec on is done, Gives her complexion a refined
Territorial Cattle Sanitary Board, with
Mens White Wash Vests onlv $t 3.1 at May 5, 1902, and lived together until
headquarters in I.as Vegas, al tended
'
nnil velvety smoothness which deto official business on his present, visit Ehle's Haberdashery.
August G last, when the wife alleges plow
The New Mexican was in error that the conduct of "her husband be. fies fleiceiion. It is not a cosmetic, but
in the Capital.
n delightfully cleansing and
Mrs. Charles Wagner has received when it stated the other day that came unbearable and she left, him.
beautifying
ac- There will be preaching nt 11 n. m.
a letter from her husband slating that Whiteoml) Springs had just been
which works with Nature to pm
liquid
Hon.
S.
W,
Hopewell, presl- tomorrow at the A. M. 10. church on
he is recuperating nicely at Sulphur quired by
Ul LIU? I ..llllnj Vfllll.v
irn,iiiTTin. Johnson Street, this city, by Rev. J. n woman's face nt its best.
Springs and exiects to return home Ul'lll,
were bought
The
springs
H. Smith, of I.as Vegas.
Company.
Sunday
next Saturday.
two years ago by the Albuquerque school at 2:R0 p. m., also preaching
All Elks and members of Capilal Eastern Railway Company. They flow at 8 p. in. A
general collection will
City band are requested to meet at a hundred gallons n minute and the bo taken up and divided as ioIIows:
IN ORCH-- .
Elks' lodge room, not. later than 7:30 water is excellent, for boiler purposes. Educational money, Missionary money, BARGAINS
a. m. Sunday morning. August 12, lo
ARDS AND RANCHES
Joseph E. Napier, of Las Vegas in- Dollar Money and the Pastor's expenparade to depot.
spector of the cattle sa.ntln.ry board, ses to tlie Conference which will lie
P. A. Sandoval, former chief of pol-1 arrived in the city last evening and held in Pueblo, Colorado, September Located in the Fruitful and Far Famei
19th. Officinl Hoard meeting Monday
Espanola Valley Thirty Mile
North of Santa Fe.
evening at S o'clock.
Partly cloudy tonight and Sunday
It is the old story of a weak throat, a
The following orchards and rami
with local thunder showers is the forelamny.
r tendency to weals lungsof in tne old
cast today of the local weather man. properties In the famed and fruitful
cold
You no sooner get rid
your
The temperature at. 6 o'clock this Espimola Valley In southern Rio Ar77
than a new one takes its place. Ayer's
Ask
heals.
morning was f8 degrees. The lowest riba County in the Territory of New
habit. It strengthens,
Cherry Pectoral breaks up this taking-colof Ayer's
thinks
he
temperature
during last night was 55 Mexico, are for sale ait a bargain.
what
see
time
him,
next
the
you
very
your doctor,
. i . .
vtrm nn hi iah
J. f Aver OA.
maximum temperature There are satisfactory reasons for sellThe
degree".
Maww
for
weak
t
lunus.
Pectoral
inertuMiiPB
T.owwU,
Cherry
tti; form in an of; o'ir
yesterday was 79 degrees at 1:50 p. ing. The section is one of the finest
m., while the minimum temperature
fruit and agricultural, not only in New
The
was 55 degrees at 4:30 a. m. The mean Mexico, but in the southwest.
for the day was 07 degrees, with a supply of water for irrigation purposes
relative humidity of 52 per cent. The Is ample and stable at all times. The
climate is of the best. For particulars
precipitation was .0?, inch.
Miss Cariota Becker, daughter of address R. C. Bonney, real estate and
Mrs. Soyla Becker, died at 3 o'clock insurance agent, Espanola, New Mexyesterday afternoon at the family re- ico. The properties are:
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 acres In alfalfa,
sidence, 333 college Street, Her demise was caused by pneumonia after one acre bearing orchard; small house,
The use of one of our SAFETY DEan Illness of two months. The de- well, bam and corral; all fenced and
POSIT BOXES will cost you the small
ceased was nineteen years of age and under irrigation; one mile from
was born in Santa Fe. Surviving her
two and a half miles to railroad
sum of 10 cents each week $5 a year
besides her mother are two sisters, station; price $30 per acre.
and afford you a place to keep your
one older and one younger than herNo. 2. Full hearing orchard of 1,200
self.
Her father died ten or twelve standard apple trees; six miles from
deeds, notes, mortgages, insurance
years ago. The funeral will be held Espanola; good house, barn, corral
policies all your valuable papers,
2,900
.Monday morning at 8 o'clock from the and packing house; produced
Hurinl will be in Rosnrio boxes of apples last year; irrigation
cathedral.
safe from fire, from thieves, and
Cemetery.
from Rio Grande; price $2,000.
where they will not be lost or mislaid
After an illness of about six months,
No. 3. Seven acre orchard and marmile to town,
Also a few boxes at $2.50 per year,
Gregorio Gooch, a lifelong resident of ket garden tract,
Santa Fe, died at 4 o'clock this morn- railroad, postoffice, school and church;
ing from affectation of the stomach, good six room house, having teleand during the past few weeks his
phone; barn, corral, cellar and packUNITED STATES BAJ
AJM TRUST CGFJPAfiY
was realized to be critical. He ing house; a highly profitable business
was 'born in this city forty-ninyears and a fine home; produces annually
.Suntn Pe, New Mexico.
ago and has lived here since birth, $700 to $900 In vegetables alone; prico
following market gardening as ) $2,250,
means of livelihood mostof the time. He
No. 4, For sale sheep ranch of 52
was married and leaves a widow anc acres with good fences and Improvethree sons, Abel and Charl, 'wo of ments, has excellent waiter, rfheltST,
the sons, still make their home at the hay land and controls several thou
family residence, but John, the other sand acres of fine goat grazing land
No better proposition for a paying
son, Is now located at Indianapolis,
The funeral will be held at 7 sheep ranch In New .Mexico.
RKMINtiTON
No. 5. Twenty acres, having about
o'clock Monday morning.
A peculiar
incident that caused ten acres of full bearing apples of
much discomfort to a pullman con- standard varieties, peaches and plums,
TYPEWRITERS
ductor and five tourists occurred yes- seven acres of good alfalfa and three
terday on the Santa Fe Railway, The acres garden land, good five room
train from El Paso had arrived on adobe house, well built and finished,
NEW MFXICAn PttlNTiMf CO
time at Albuquerque but the train good barn; the whole place almost enfrom the west was five hours late nn
tirely surrounded by a hedge of box- the pullman conductor
and the elder trees which serve as a protection
Dealers,
through passengers on the El Paso from the wind and add to the attracsleeper were under the Impression tiveness of the place; produced last
N. A.
Santa
that a five hours' wait was before year over $1,200; price $2,250; one and
them. They sauntered into the city a fourth miles east of Espanola.
wo. 8. xne tcspanoia uarden," one
leisurely, leaving their baggage, coats
and wraps on the El Paso sleeper, half mile east of Espanola at $2,250.
which during their absence was attach, This place Is a full bearing apple ored to a stub train and was sent on chard and market
garden tract of sevto Chicago.
The porter took charge en acres; a six room house; telephone,
of the car but was In a quandary as barn,
cellar, packing house, corral and
to the disposition of the baggage and wire fence and house for chickens. A
other belongings of the passengers beautiful and convenient home and a
who had been left In Albuquerque.
place to make good money, besides
Mens Fancy Wash Vests $1.15 at apples this place lias cherries, pears,
Ehle's Haberdashery.
plums, quinces and large beds of as
The following visitors have register- paragus, sp'taadh and rhubarb. The
ed during the week at the rooms of the vegetable products alone of this place
Historical Society: W. A. Songster, bring In annually $750 to $900. The
JL
Exeter, Nebraska; J, Barnes, Hutch- net receipts last year in vegetables
inson, Kansas; Mr. and Mrs. William and fruit were over S500. Terms cash,
Madge, Santa Barbara, Mexico; Miss
Nellie Burke, Anaconda, Montana; G.
The New Mexican Printing Company
B. Silverman, Kansas
City; Mrs. G. has on hand a
large supply of pads
A. Allen, Eprls; Miss Lena M. Allen,
and tablets suitable for school work,
Miss Marie Allen, Broken Bow, Neb.;
the desk, and also for lawyers and
T. V. Cromwell, St. Louis; Mlas Cora
merchants;
good anywhere, We will
St.
F.
Louis; Charles
Wright,
Darling, sell them
at five cents In book form,
Alamosa, Colorado; Miss Clara D.
True, Santa Clara; Mrs. P. A. Walter,
Genoa, Nebraska; Mr. and Mrs. John
Howard McElray, Chicago; Mr. and
Mrs. M. E. Bradfora, Holbrook, Arizona; Ed Gustorf, El Paso; J. It.
Denver; Charles H. Herry-man- ,
Trinidad; Miss Lulu Nichols,
Springfield, Missouri; E. P. Dowling,
Chicago; Mrs, Annie D. Bregg, Pittsburg; Mrs. H. Lynch, New Orleans;
Miss Ethel Lynch, Houston; Albert Can make quick sales if price
Is satlsfacty of following
Todd, Newkirk, Oklahoma; George T.
Rclcllffe, "Wichita; Arthur E. Robllard,
properties:
Sturegon Bay, Wisconsin; P. Nicholson, Poplin, Missouri; G. F. Wilkie,
Coal
J. H. Wllkle, Wichita; Mrs. L. MarMrs.
Emma
Dennison.
Harper,
shall,
Kansas; H. S. Hook, Peckham, Oklahoma; William Tusch, W. W.
George M. Coulter, Miss Jennie
Bellew, J. F. Bellew, Witchita; T. J.
Mining
Coulter, Fulton, Kansas; Annie Hassl-t.ynMay, Las Vegas; Mr. and Mrs.
Properties must be large and
Frank Kelso Laredo, Missouri.

NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Herewith are gome bargains offered
Comby the New Mexican Printing
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, lKUT, sheep
hound, $1: puper hound, 7Rc; Missouri '
'Pleading forms, H; Missouri Code1
Pleadings, SG; the two for $10; Adapt-- !
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English,
iand Spanish pamphlet,
full!
2.25;
leather, $3; Sheriffs Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $l each; New Mexico Su- preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, In
elusive, delivered at publisher's' price,
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Laws, 76c; Compilation Mining Laws,
50e; Money's Digest of Nsw Mexico
Reports, full shaen, $il E0 deUvred ;

loo and present poll

j

l?vtflh)(sir'
nm

The New Mexican Printing
Ims on hand a large supply of
writing tablets and scratch pads suitable for school children, lawyers, mer- chains n rid also lor home use, which
Till be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
and cheaper if ordetwl lu larger qtian-rities.
These uiblets are made from
(he odds nnrt ends nf the best paper
obtainable, mid you arp getting double
when
your money's worth
buying..
AND EXAMINE!
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T. W. ROBERTS'

0.

Hugo Seaberq,
Eaton, N.

K, BARBER

SHOP

LEO

HENRY KRICK
Sola

SODA WATER

!

BARBER

-

KETS

1,08 ANGEIiES. CALIF,

If

SALT and sEEDs.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

IN

WE COUN1
YOUR GOOD WILL

SHOP

WIIXIAM B PARSCl.S, Prop.
Leading Tonsorlal Parlor In Santa t.
Two Porcelain Bath Tubs.
Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three FirstClass Barters.
East Side ot Plaza. South of Postal
Telegraph Office.

R. R.

Cjio South Broadway'

CO,

. . .

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE

Any Flavor You Desire.
We will deliver Soda Water In any
.mintlty to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.

PLAZA

&

GHAIJV, POTATOES,

RETAIL;

OSIERS

ROWLAND

FLOUR, HAY,

afld

Ma Mb orders promptly attended to.
Montezuma Av, Santa Fe, N. M.
Telephone No. 38

We make a specialty ftf DEVELOPING,
PRINT;
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp
Attention. SMd for Catalogt.3,

CI-j

Agent For

Lenip's St. Louis Beer

ART PICTURES AND FRAMING

I-pS-

WHOLESALE

THE

m

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

Ml

Three Flrat ClasB BaiberH.
5
S
High Grade Shoe Shiner.
argent & Best Tubs In City S

BOUGHT to any
parts In the Coun-

try; send ticket
In and get. cash for It: tran
sactlons guaranteed ; association office.
ROSEN FIELD, 118 R. R. Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.

much the largpst asset we haif

in our business.

To have our

puatomers fay to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz
can be relied upon" is the very beat recommendation wa can strive
for.

Reliability

is

our watchword and every sale

we make is closed

only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

'isfnetion to buy

at a

store like this.

It

is a great

Every article carries with

it our guarantee.

C

SPTTT7

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

Daily

Papers

KERR'S
Capital

Parlors

:

The only first class in city.
Second to none in Territory.
Four first class artists : ;
Electrical Baths
1.50
Other Baths
25
Parlors located West Side PlaM
W. H. KERR, Proprietor.

....

:.

ALL PERIODICALS

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
. .

LIVERY STABLE.
a&AfM.
Fine

Reliable Horace,
llnglr
ugglea, Surrey, Haoks.

Riga,

Call up 'Phone
of Anythnl

No.
when In need
In the Livery Lino,

Furnished..

I

ieasonlle

CX2A6. CleOOSOIf.

JACOB WELTMER

. .

I

Rate.

M

SAVE YOUR ICE

and consequently your money by pur
chasing a refrigerator that is built
scientiUcally and in the most modern
style. We can sell you the best one
on the market today and will guarantee It to give absolute satisfaction
or we'll take It off your hands.
You will obtain more refrigerator
comfort in a SITKA REFRIGERATOR
than from any other cold storage box.
Saves Ice, saves money, saves worry,
saves health and saves work. Booklet for the asking.

ATENTS!

Ideas perfected, and
models made from
explanations. Machine, gun
and bicycle repairing. Also
new and second hand bicycles for sale and guaranteed.
256
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tup
7.0(p

Trains slop at. Embudo for d inor
where good instils are served.
At Amonito for Durango, Silverton
and iuierutodiate points.
At AiiimoKn for Denver, Pueblo and
intermediate
poiutr via the stand
ard gauge line, via l.a Vela Pass or the
narrow gauge via Siilida, making the
entire trip in daylight and passing
through the FAMOUS ItOYAI. GORGE
also for all points on Creeds branch.
S. K. HOOPER,

Ready for Invertment.
Land scrip bought and sold

Pastels, Etchings, from the art 3tore
unman & Co., New York. These
goods are attractive and offered at .
low price to Introduce them. It cost9
ou
to iook at tees; asd bg
iudge
SUM MER SPECiALTiES
W(: have a full line of Gold Hedat
'.imp ;iijjpiif-.iconsisting of folding
cuts, tables unci chairs. These folding
supplies occupy no space and add
pleasure, and comfort to your camp
life. Also, full line of tents and supCall and see them.
plies
FRUIT JARS!
We have a large ptock of jars, all
mzi s and rubbers.
of

lOlli.

HOIHIi

T
On.

Driver
and specifications for the new
Building of Womans Board of
Trade can be sen at the Store of Mr.
S. Spitz. Bids for the erection of the
bulldlnt are requested, and those sent
on August 20th.
will bi open
Plans

we have added a fine line of Framed
Pictures, consisting of Carbonettes,

h
ItemberHi i in ms

San la

of established value.

PLANS FOR NEW LIBRARY
AT STORE OF S. SPITZ.

Department

system

.

bathe

I

Lands.
Timber Lands.
Grazing Lands,
Colonization Lands,

San-for-

Furniture

nof-hic-

lVVN1,VVWkMi

Ladies' Black and White

bouts, surreys, and platform spring
wagons. You need not send east, as
we will give you eastern prices with
freight added. See line before

To Our

m

If you want anyrmng hi Harm
a New Mexican "ad "

e

LATEST STYLES IN

Car of Old Hickory Wagons have
arrived, and are now on sale. If you
are In the market for a good wagon;
see the Old Hickory and get our
e have also buggies, road
prices.
wagons, steel and rubber tired runs- -

THEM.

one-ha- lf

P.

OUR LEADER

'

J

I

Hav Yet a Very Good Line of

LATEST

STYLE

LAWNS

And All Other Summer Goods
and In order not to carry over for next season they will be sold from now
on at and below cost. Please call and look at them, no trouble to show
goods,

ADOLPH SELIGMAN.

o

aaaaeaanW eaeaaaaal MM

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, bAXTA FE. X. 31.

SIX

PAO'E

HANDLING

WANTS

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
A.

LI, aUSD8 OP BPIXDINQ

MATBB-U-

FOR RENT A nice
in (irunl Avenue.

H
Hill

il

'WANTED l.ady desires one of her
sex as companion; elderly preferred.
No
objection lo employment, during
day.
Inquire 602 Calisteo Street.

Branca Otfee aad Yr at CerrMua, M. M.
HIIWII III IIMllWIIIIIMIflllllllllllUliWllll

Phone 35 Santa Fe.
Illinium

rnom,

FOR RENT
Furnished room, eleo
trie light; bath; private residence.
Address 'G" New .Mexican.

Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stove
Delivered to Any
CERRILLOS
and HAGAN
Part of the City.2
TtUNSFRH tad iTORAGH: We Haul 8trtrytali Mutable

The disgusting discharges from the

KEROSEN

Bon to loaare Affalnat Kiplulrt

L

Cord and Stov

i

fiii'iiislnMj

With Proper Care,
It would be flu excellent Ihlnu if
there were some simple and perfectly
safe way in which a housekeeper could
determine for herself the dash point of
the kerosene she buys. Unfortunately
the handling of kerosene which is hot
enough to Hash Is a highly dangerous
thins for one who is not Instructed la
the matter.
There are some thing,
however, which a housekeeper may do,
Bays Professor W. P Bradley In Good
Housekeeping.
First, Kerosene should always be
handled by daylight and away from all
flames and Hres.
Coder no circumstances whatever should a lamp be
ailed while Its wick Is lighted.

HOUSES TO RENT.
Houses in rem, leane or for sale,
Seeond.-Af- ter
.
filling a lamp both
furnished or unfurnished, good
alCall on lie reliable firm, Hughes the burner and the reservoir should
ft lielgado. UlTlcc west Bide of Plaza. ways be carefully wiped free from oil
loea-lions-

COAL WOOD

dims.

s

I

Lump, per ton

Raton mill Mctiero Screened
( 'miiiiit rcial
Uatnii Nul

"

ir'.(11

ItooiI

Screened lionipstic liiiiup, Trinidad Smithing, K nulling, (Irite
arid dnrfl Wood. All order receive fininu.it and careful nileiilinn,

September Is:.
S. K.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
OPF'I' E; tUifieM

..

Near

A.,

r

A H. K.

F.

IS FREE.

BROCK

IKiOI'Flt,

li't!Ult')F,

(I. I'. A.

voir

S15.

Agl.

that even explosive vapor cannot do barm unless
In some way H actually comes in contact with a flame, never use a burner
which tits loosely upon the rest, of the
i iAn.A inini- itiiiu Ip.nk vflnnr.
iovn
rn
hi .h 1. iib. m
drawn no
Into the flame.
Sixth. Never use a wick which does
not fit the tube provided for it.
Seventh Never blow out a kerosene
flame downward. Turn down the wick
a little and let the flame go out of Itself. If you must blow It out, blow upward through the burner or across the
P.oth of these
top of the chimney,
methods produce an upward draft.
Eighth. -- Always keep the kerosene
caD and filler In a clean, well ventilated place, where do lights ever errrne

SUMMER TOURIST rtATES.
Santa Kr to leaver, Colorado Springs
ami Pueblo via i he Denver .1-Rio
Grande. Tickets on sale .lime 1st to
September :.!n, final limit October tllst
Stopovers allowed north of Pueblo In
either direction. To Denver and
$L';.r,5.
To Pueblo and return
ll?.,"i!i. 'I'n I'lilnrmln KnrlugH and

No. 49

and save money on your purchases. Our guarantee of
high quality and correct style will cost you nothing.
&

It.

M'hime No iv

ipm.

p7o7iAKH5 Jewelry Catalog
CATALOG

Third. When a' lamp is not burning
it is well lo keep the wick a little below the top of the tube. This helps
to prevent oil from working over upon
the burner and reservoir
Fourth. -- Fill your lamps as often as
they are used. Especially do not light
a lamp when Hie oil is low in the reser-

SAN JUAN EXCURSION
TO SALT LAKE CITY.
Augusi iihh, iDiir,.
Itale via Denver and Itio (Irande
$L'S..",it,
"r ' lit- round trip ticket. On
Side August l.'iih,
Final return limit

WRITE FOR IT TODAY.

FEAGANS, Jewelers
LOS ANGELES,

FOURTH & BROADWAY

M'.i

CAI,.

y.

'.

II.

.'.I'llKIMK.

eni.

THE KITCHEN.
Von eiiiild en t. from llm lion Ton
lintel kiiclti'ii
door.
Cleanliness
coiinls so much with all of us.
Hut. the lion Ton Hotel ant Lunch
Counter management Roes much fur

EL PASO ROUTE

ther than cleanliness.
Our aim is to serve our patrons with
the liest food possible dainty, yet substantial.
To see that they live and sleep In
cheerful, airy rooms.
To surround them by all that 1?
pleasant and refined.
And they also have for use the hand'
some parlors, library, buffet and pmok-In-

THE

0

This handsome solid vestihulod train run through to New Orleans, Shreveport md St lmis without change, ('arries through
sleepers Los Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points. Hired
connection made for all point North, lla and Southeast.
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Leaves El Paso al 6:50 p m.
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Mountain Tune

Southwestern Passtnger Aent,
il psi.t, rsi.
K.

(ri.

Traveling Papsenger Agent,
F.l Paso, Texas

P.

CAUGHT WITH A HOOK.
tine mess of speckled beauties
wore received at the Bon Ton from an
old time friend who sent ihem to the
manager that they may be served to
;tae. patrons of this popular place. Call
land gel them now while thev are
fresh. They have a cook thai knows
how to fix them, and If yon want a
real treat In the eating line, why Just
glie them m call, and you will be
twice as glad.

thor-oughl- y

diin,

Ttiiisn,

Tei.

CITY ROTT1.INO

WORKS,

Phone
Phone

SPECIAL

bauta

solution of tartaric acid, increasing its
strength If tt does not seem to take out
the stain, or rather change it to a very
light brown. This faint brown discoloration will wash out in hot soapsuds.
If a housekeeper is so unfortunate a
to have linen mildewed she might as
well be resigned, as the antidote for
this disfigurement has not been found.
For a scorched place nothing is known
to be better than exposure to hot sun-- ;
light for days. If ink is spilled on
clothing or carpet apply milk at once,
soaking and washing the place contln- uously until all the ink is taken out. If
the ink Is allowed to stay it cannot be
taken out with milk. In fact, prompt
treatment is the most effective with all
sorts of stains.

26.
38.

Fe Railway.

Denver dorado Springs aud
Pueblo the Santa Fe will sell tickets,
at one fares for the round trip. Dates
August 7, 1. 21, 2:1, 21, 28; September
i, IS. 23. 27, 2S, 20; October 2. U, Id,
limit :!0 days from date of sale. For
particulars Inquire of any agent, Santa
Fe
F. It. Marshall, Acting Agent.
From

IH!i MIES

TV

EAST

Sanla Fe, N.
V

print

h

I'll

First Inquest.

Ii

lalest and best news.

rela-tic-

Railway

Exact.
Bridegroom (who Is receiving bis
bride's dowry) Ten dollars is still
What? Oh,
wanting. Father-in-lamy daughter swallowed that $10 wheu
she was a child
Fliegende Blatter,

t

Cars Kepi Fresh aim tool

Dy

Baarntlal Requirements.

"A man must know a great deal to
be ft good diplomat."
"Tea. and be able not to tell It"

Electric Fans

ure in furnishing detailed inf

IJn'li Ti'Jii
H. C. POlT,
G. WIF & P. A.
1700

Wis,

lion to Rest.
To understand how to rest Is of
more importance than to know how to
work, says the Washington Star. The
latter can be learned If one will give
oue's mind to It, but the former is an
act some people never acquire. Rest
necessitates change of scene and activities.
Lounging is very often tiring,
sleeping Is not always restful, and slt--I
tlug down with nothing to do is sim-- !
ply to Invoke weariness. A change Is
needed to bring Into play a different
set or racumes ana to direct tne
thoughts luto a new channel. The man
or woman who Is weary with care
finds relief in active employment with
freedom from responsibility. The brain
worker generally finds the best rest In
playing hard. It is quite a mistake
always to expect to find It In Idleness.

Remington

Write us and we will take pleas-

1

J.

typewriter

J. H. OI NET, JR.,

Stout Street, Denver,

practically, for the laymau lo detect
thorn, but that even experts are oftev
deceived.
This la a mistake, however,
for by the simple light test any gem
except a pearl may be proved false or
real by the variest tyro at such an undertaking.
"1 assume that the light test as re
gards diamonds is comparatively well
known, and this is the same test that
may be applied to emeralds, rubles and
so forth. It consists of holding the gem
directly ou a horizontal line between
the eye and a light held at a distance
of about a foot from the stone, and
preferably this light should be a
lu the case of a dlamoud but oue
light will he seen clearly through the
atone, whereas if it is bogus, no matter how much expert care may have
been bestowed upon Its making, a hundred lights may be observed, none of
them clearly defined.
"With other gems the best method
of making tbem Is by superimposing a
top cutting of garnet on a base, often
mere colored glass. When It is held
,
between the light and the eye,
this line of Juncture, impossible of
detection under
ordinary circumstances, will appear like a black line.
That's just how simple, It is to detect
fake stones of any kind except pearls,
and with these 1 coufess it is bard to
make a detection without tests that are
not convenient for the layman to undertake. As a rule, however, a pearl
of generous proportions and exceptionally good color Is always open to sus-

T, P. A
Colo.
New Mexican Printing
Company
Dealers, SanU Fe, ,New Mexico.

,

I have lived to know that the great
secret of human happiness Is this: Never suffer your energies to stagnate.
Adam Clark,

Hi

A Candy Howel Lnxatlve.
If you have Constipation.
If ;'uu have a coated tongue.
If you are dizzy, bilious, sallow.
If you have Headache, Sour Stomach,
etc.. risk 5 cents on Lax-etSee for
yourself. Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
Lax-et- a

If you have kidney and bladder
trouble nnd do not use Foley's Kidney
Cure, yon will have only yourself C
hlnnie for results,
as it. positively
cures all forms of kidney and bladder
diseases.
Men Past Sixty in Danger.
More than half of mankind ovei
sixty years of age suffer from kidnj;
and bladder disorders, usually enlarg
mp"t of Prostate blands This la bo; I)
painful nnd dangerous, and Foley's
Kidney Cure should he taken at the
first, sign of danger, as It corrects ir-regularities and has cured mavv old
men of this disease
Mr. Rodney Bur-

IVov

1

It Is not only Impossible,

can-di-

here-fore-

nett, Kockport, .Mo., writes: "1 Buffered with enlarged prostate gland
and kidney trouble for years and aftei
taking two hollies of Foley's KIdne)
feel better than
have for
Cure
picion."
twenty years, although I am now 91
venr.i old." Ireland's Pharmacy.
Hon lo Waali Bine Flaunel Urpaara.
The little blue flannel dresses ibat
TEN YEARS IN BED.
aro so serviceable and that are a pip't
"For ten years I was confined lo uy of the wardrobe of every small g
bed wiih disease of my kidneys," may be washed satisfactorily if thee
writes R. A. Gray, ,L P. of Oaliville, directions are followed, says the New
could York Mail:
Ind. "It. was so severe that.
Boil a quarter of a pound of yellow
consult- not move part of the time.
ed the very best medical skill avail soap In three quarts of water, slicing
the soap Into thin shavings and letting
able, but could get. no relief in! II
a
ley's Kidney Cure was recommended It boll until it la all dissolved. Fill
to me. It has bee na Godsend lo me.'' tub with lukewarm water and add
enough of the hot soapsuds to make a
Ireland's Pharmacy.
good lather. Dip the dress in and rub
Pink Lips Like Velvet. Rough, Chap-- ! it well, but do not rub auy Boap ou 't.
for It will leave a white mark. Wring
lied or Cracked Lips, can be made as
It out with the hands, not with a
coat
a
as
velvet
wit
by applying
light
wringer, because it creases it badly.
Green
It
of
Dr.
Salve.
ing
Shoop's
Wash in another water with a Utile
takesi out completely the soreness of more
if it is much
of the
cuts, braises, and all skin abrasions. soiled. Then soapsuds
wring it. again and dip
Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
Into lukewarm water to rinse it, and
make it very blue with the blue bug.
f.oiris.
Hay F)ver and Summer
Shake it out thoroughly after wringing
Victims of hay fever will experience it
and dry In the shade until damp
rent, beneiii by taking Foley's Honey
enough to Irou on the wrong side. It
and Tar, as it stops difllcult breathing must not be dried
eutirely before It la
immediately and heals the inflamed Ironed. Colored woolen or cotton stockit.
air passages, and even if should fail ings can be washed in the same way
to cure you, it. will give instant relief. and rinsed in
strong salt and water to
The genuine is In a yellow package, keep the colors from running lustead
'Ireland's Pharmacy.
of blue water.
!

I

1
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Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup is sold
under a positive guarantee to ctre
constipation, sick headache, stomach
trouble, or any form of indigestion. If
it. fails, the manufacturers refund your
money. What more can anyone, do.
We are extremely anxious to have
our customers try a package of Dr.
Shoop's Health Coffee. It Is designed
particularly for people suffering with
nervous troubles, stomach, diver, kid- ney complaints, etc., which are invariably aggravated by coffee drinking.
Health Coffee consists of pure toasted grains, malt, fruits, etc. The flavor
is of true old government Java coffee,
yet, not. a grain of true coffee is used.
Sold by Cartwrlght-DavlCompany.
Largest and best, equipped
in the South west.

Bindery

11, 1906

He visited the tomb where hU b
loved was laid.
Carrying a lighted
candle aud kneeling by her coffin, h
exclaimed passionately: "Would
could die! Would : could die!" Just
then the wind closed the door and extinguished the light The bereaved
lover who bad Just prayed for death
rushed to the door. He could not open
It. He tore at It, knocked, kicked,
struggled, calling loudly for help. No
answer, only the utter silence and darkness of the tomb. His wish to die was
forgotten. He sank down and wept
His tears were not for his beloved, but
for himself. He felt pangs of hunger.
He thought of his candle and cut It Into
four parts. He ate the first quarter
the first day, the second the second
day, the third ou the third, the last
quarter the fourth day. No more, and
he must die of starvation. He made
one more desperate effort to burst the
door, when It suddenly opened, and the
keeper of the cemetery stood before
him.
The sunlight blinded him. Ha
He had been
fell from exhaustion.
there Just four boura! Pearson' Weak1

,

stoues-th- at

Summer Diarrhoea In Children.
During the hot weal her of the summer months the first unnatural looseness of a child's bowels should have
immediate attention, so as to check
the disease before it becomes serious.
All that la necessary Is a few doses
Food For the Dead.
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Corn aud bread are still offered by Diarrhoea Remedy followed by a dose
the pious Basques of the Pyrenees to of castor oil to cleanse the system.
the dear departed on their death anni- Rev. M. O. Stockland, Pastor of the
versary. A traveler in Spain describes First M. E. Church, Little Falls, Minn.,
bow at San Sebastian be has often writes: "We have used Chamberlain's
seen some poor fisherman's daughter
Colic, Cholera ind Diarrhoea Remedy
e
praying in a church for a dead
for several years and find it a very
"amid baskets full of fruit, loaves valuable
remedy, especially for sumof bread and corn and kneeling upon mer disorders 1n children. ' Sold by
the tomb of her ancestors."
all druggists.

Through Standard Pullman Sleeping Care
:
ciam
ei
tuin uuou iuui 131
:i iD..11
unman Sleeping
Free Reclining Chair Cars

(III

What a New Jersey Editor Says:
M. T. Lynch, F.dlior of the Phillips-burg- ,
"1
N. .1., Dally Post, writes;
have used many hinds of medicine
for coughs and colds In my family but
never anything so good as Foley's
Honey and Tar. I cnnnul. say too nmah
In praise of It." Ireland's Phnrmae.

Fuca-lyptu-

s

The nearest approach to the holding
of a Judicial inquiry Into the cause of
death In England occurred as long ago
as the year 1200, wheu, according to an
old writer on the subject, "six aud

.VI.

twenty venerable persons were summoned together to hear and consider
the testimony of any who could speak
with authority regarding the death of
a digger in the fields named Martin
Bolsover"

MM

( Vrt.
Uriittlnae
clous Sfuu.
"It has frequently been aiserted,"
says .1. A. Key, a Jeweler, in the St.
"that there are
Louis
certain kinds of artlucally mado gems
believe the statement has
In fact.
been made to cover all kinds of such
Haw

AUGUST

Imacinatlon.

LIGHT TEST FOR GEMS.

breath, are quickly dispensed with by
using Dr. Slump's (.'alarrh Cure. Such
soothing antiseptic agents us Oil
Wild
Indigo, etc.,
Ttymol,
have been Incorporated Into u snow
white cream, making a catarrhal
btilm unexcelled. Sold
Fischer
by
Drug I o.'

If your Stomach is weak,
If your Food distresses you,
Pittsburg Press. Grass stains are a If you are Weak and Nervous,
source of worrlment to mothers, and Uso Dr. Snoop's Restorative for one
they seem almost as obstinate as a month and see what is does Tor you.
mildew or scorches. However, a hot g0r hy Fischer Durg Co.

The public Is allowing Its appreciation of the attractive circulars sent
Mexican
Jour by the New
Printing
Companv. in reaard lo rubber stnmns
tOW RATES TO SANTA FE, N. M.,
via

catarrhal

Ail fruit stains when fresh yield to
the hot water treatment, says the

H. 8. KAHNB & CO.

Paxaenger Agent,
Italian,

nose and throat, and the foul

How to Remove Stains.

DYSPEPTICS HORROR.
Is solid food. In nine cases out of ten,
however, if the man with a weak stomach would take a glass or two of Dr.
Lauritzen's Health Table Malt with
each meal, he would soon find that, he
could eat anything. It's the best tonic
in the wrld for a weak stomach.

ataaUatattl

H

your service at minimum ratea.

A

For schedules, rates and other information, call on or
R. W. CURTIS,

M

s

A

FAST

EXPRESS,

Hon to BauUh Ant.
The only way to exterminate auta Is
to find the nest and destroy it says the
Cincinnati Commercial Tribune. Place
of coarse granulated sug
anme
ar where they will be easily found by
the ants, and then watch each loaded
as It acampers over the line of
march to the nest. Often the watching
ends at the wall, especially if the house
is old, and It may be necessary to cut
away a portion of the surbase before
the nest: can be reached. At other
times the little fellows make straight
for out of doors with a wisdom one can
only marvel at, and then, If followed,
they will be seen to enter a hole In the
ground. This Is the nest. AVhen the
nest Is in the bouse saturate it
with kerosene or with boiling
water, doing the work quickly, for all
the little spry mites will hurry to get
away from the death dealing fluid
Any portion of the wall or of the floor
lng that has been removed in order to
reach the nest can be replaced when
the work is accomplished.

room.
Bou Ton Is just lilie a great big
home.
nil these luxuries ntirt privileges

The
happy
Yet
are at
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THE LITTLE

ONES.

Simple, Yet Puzzling, Triek With Chalk
and a Slate.

Here is a pretty little trick that,
as simple as it is, will mystify almost any one who sees it performed.
with a piece of chalk write a
word or a number backwards on a
newspaper, but don't let any one
see you do it. Now, with the news
paper lying on the table ready for
you, take a slute and wipe it off with
a wet sponge, leaving the moisture
on it.
Then quickly wrap the slate in
the newspaper, taking care that the
chalk written word shall come in
contact with the slate itself, not the
frame. Wrap it closely, tie up the
package and hand it to some one to
hold.
Now do a little of the talking that
magicians amuse their audiences
with, and then ask the person who
has the package to give i!: hack to
you. Open it carefully in the presence of the company and you will
find the chalk written word transferred to the slate. The moisture
on the slate receives and retains the
impression of the chalk.
To3 Realistic.
i
The day of the Indian brave is
over, but if he scalps no longer he
at least remembers the way it is
done.
At a certain side show two boys,
finding themselves alone with an
requested him to give a
warwhoop and show; them how he
scalped his foes.
The Indian evaded the point, and
f,

after a time the youngsters fell into
a conversation between themselves.
Suddenly the brave sprang to his
feet with a scream that made the
building ring. At the same moment he seized his knife, gripped
How to Starch Thin Waists.
hair of one of the boys and ran
In these days of thin shirt waists aud the
back of the blade around his
the
a
la
delicate ueckwear it
sometimes

problem for the housewife to know
Just how to treat the waists and laces
so that they will not be too stiff, says
Ihe Philadelphia Press. The following
rule is an excellent one: Dissolve a
tablespoonful of gum arable in about
three quarts of water and dip the articles to be starched Into this liquid.
Wring them out and dry them where
After drying
they will not freeze.
sprinkle them, roll them up and Iron as
usual. The gum arable will not stick to
the Iron, and It gives to the muslins
aud lawns only the same amount of
stiffness that la found in new goods.
Once tried you will not use starch in
your delicate fabrics again. The gum
arable can be bought for 85 cents per
pound and much cheaper at. the wholesale druggists. An inferior grade Is as
good for this purpose as a high priced
quality.
How to Kesuore Warts and Corns.
So far I have never seen a wart that
would not yield to this simple home
treatment if persevered with for a few
weeks, and, In fact, stubborn corns
will be relieved if not entirely cured in
the same way. Buy of your druggist
10 cents' worth of the very best and
freshest "cold pressed castor oil" and
moisten thoroughly the wart (or corn)
three or four times a day if possible
(or oftener) with a clean toothpick
wrapped with a little absorbent cotton dipped in the oil. Should the part
feel sore discontinue the treatment a
day, then start again, and you will he
much pleased with the result.

scalp.

The youngsters were nearly
frightened out of their wits, but the
chief laughed loudly. He had done
nothing more than they had asked
him lo do, but he had chosen his
own time.
The Freak Animal Same.
Would you like to draw some animals more remarkable than any you
have ever steu in the menagerie?
It is a good indoor game to play
with a few children.
Each child
has a paper and pencil and draws
the head of some animal. Then,
folding over the paper so that only
the end of the animal's neck can be
seen, he passes the paper to the next
child, who continues the drawing
and makes the body of the animal.
This, too, is folded over and passed
on, and the next player draws the
creature's legs two or four, just
as he pleases. Then the papers are
unfolded and a queer collection of
creatures they will prove. People
can be drawn in the same way.

A Perching Bird.
Many persons wonder why it is
that a bird of a chicken does not
fall from its perch while asleep. The
reason is that the tendon that runs
along the leg and into the claws
contracts when the bird assumes a
sitting position and thus keeps the
claws in close contact with the
How lo (et Rid of Large Slonea.
When in that position the
To get rid of a large stone make the
Eerch.
stone very hot on one side only; pour
no control over its claws
water on It to make It crack and help and could not relax its grasp if it
It along with a heavy hammer, says tried to do so, for the bent
leg keeps
Tom Watson's Magazine. Another way,
the tendon contracted.
In the winter Is to bore a hole pretty
"Make Hay While the Sun Shines." well Into the stone, fill with water and
The Towsers' Party.
There is a lesson in the work of the plug It firmly shut. The force of the
Oh, never was a party given
More gay than the Towsers', I know,
thrifty farmer. He knows that the water as it freezes will crack the stone.
For all who were kindly Invited
bright sunshine may last but a day Still another way Is to make a bole in
Were more than delighted to go!
and he prepares for the showers which the direction of the veins or cleavage
are so liable to follow. So it should of the stone, put In a cleft cylinder of
Oh, never was merrier laughter!
It echoed for many a mile.
be with every household. Dysentery, Iron, then drive an iron wedge between
And no one was there for a minute
two
the
halves
of
the
cylinder.
diarrhoea and cholera morbus may
Before n ivaa certain to smile.
attack some member of the home withChamberlain's Colic,
out warning.
Rnirllah aa a Clasale.
A generation niro the education of a
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, which
is the best known medicine for these college man confined itself almost endiseases, should always be kept at tirely to a study of Latin, Greek, phihand, as immediate treatment is losophy nnd metaphyslca, while now
necessary, and delay may prove fatal. the study of history, economics and
other subjects of practical bearing
Fnr sale by all druggists.
predominates. Interest in the classical
languages has now largely abated,
Troubles
and
Stomach
Constipation. even with persons who make a
study
No one can reasonably hope for of them.
The student was formerly
good digestion when the bowels are
supposed to get bis training from Greek
Mr. Chas. Baldwin, of and Latin:
constipated.
English he studied Inci111.,
"I
suffered
Edwardsville,
says:
dentally. Now the study of English Is
from chronic constipation and stomach predominant in Ihe American colleges.
troubles for several years, but, thanks This should not be onsldered, howto Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver ever, as a disparagement of the progTablets, am almost cured." Why not ress of American culture. It should be
get a package of these tablets and get remembered that the Greeks themwell and stay well.
Price 25 cents. selves wrought out their wonderful culSamples free. For sale by all drug- ture, literature aud art entirely without the aid of a foreign language. The
gists.
The mistletoe hung In the passage;
schoolboys of Greece were required to
The mistletoe hung In the hall.
commit,
to memory the best poems of
While nice little candles on brackets
The Santa Fe Daily New Mexican
Were fastened to every wall.
the
Is headquarters for all kinds of Wanks.
language, notably the poems of
Homer, which shaped their thoughts,
But, oh, how the time seems to hurry
Whenever there's plenty of fun,
The New Mexican alms to pletwe conversation and acts and finally their
For all sal" the party was over
character. President" Scburman as Rethe beat element In the community. It
Before It bad hardly begun!
ported la Cornell Sun.
is always bright and It Is always clean.
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W. A. Smith.
Representative William Alilon Smith
of Michigan, who Is a cnndldnte for
the soul iu llii! scmilc which General
Alger will vurutc next: yenr, U furuous
for his flefy speeches. Tim congressman who aspires to be a senator was
once a newsboy In the streets of Grand
Rapids, lie now owns the paper that
he used to peddle. 4 lis llrst rise in the
world eajne when
he was appointed a
page In the Michigan house of fepre
seutatlves.
While
running errands for
legislators he form
ed a resolution to
When
study law.
he called at the
office where he had
hoped to obtain a
clerkship he found
a card ou the door
saying the members of the Arm had
otie out of town for a few weeks' vacation. When the lawyers returned
they fouud everything swept and garnished and u brisk looking young man
Installed at a desk diligently reading
law. He said he was the office boy at
nothing a week and had come to stay.
He did and In seven years was a member of the linn.

PAGE SEVEN.

Congi-mainii-

The ClKVPlundu Today.
Former President drover Cleveland
is now in his seventieth year and, as
the recent photograph reproduced herewith shows, has lost some flesh. Mrs.

1
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is

ISl

miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

t

of Ihe Main Line of the Santa Fe System

East and

Went from Chicago, .rTaasas

points East to Ban Francisco,

the

jun-tio-

u

City, Galvestoa and

Los Angeles, F,l Paso and

1,000 business and residents lots, size 2Si14f feet, laid
streeta, with alloys 20 feet

70-fo-

wide, with beautiful lake and public pailc and grand old
shade trees; public school houce, costing $16,000; church-

es; Commercial

Club; a population

of 1,500 people;

sev-

eral large mercantile establishments; the 3elen Patent Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels, restaurants, etc.,

for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central Me

Its importance as a great conimerjial railroad
city in the near future cannot be estimated.
Mexico.

The

JOHN BECKER, President.
WJ.
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BELEN,

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
e.l

The lots offered aw in the renter of the city,,

nl (many of
We

gravel.

I

hem unproved
a

ac-e-

by

crltivation)

no

;

(?

snd

or

first class bakery, tailor shop, shoe

house, jeweler, plumbing shot

planing mill, coai and

wood

frit

class,

yard, drug store, baroesn shop, etc.. etc., also a
modern hotel.

Our prices of lots are low and nanus on easy payments;
d
title perfect; warranty deeds.
purchase money,
s
cujih.
may retnaii. on note, with mortgage seOne-thir-

Two-third-

curity, for one year, with 8 per cent, interest thereon.
Apply at jnce for map aad prices, if you wtsb to secure
the choicest lots, to

"

i

.

Belen Town and Improvement Company

lion and Safety.
Many American women possess th
value of a king's ransom locked within
their Jewel cases. The possession of
such priceless arid-leis a constant
source of worry unless the proper precautions are taken to insure their safe
rTT"
keeping, says the New York Journal.
To enjoy any peace the owner of valuable jewelry musl:
First. Send it to the jeweler every
3lz months.
Second. Keep Ihe most: valuable
things In the bank.
Third. Have a routine for removing
and putting away jewels.
Fourth. Have a distinct receptacle i
for each ornament, so that an empty
lr. Itrnniniond
mils frankly thai
society of the space tells at once It is missing.
whom he lias made
lackwoodsuien
Fifth. Insure all valuables against
famous In literature is dearer lo him theft.
ihau is thai of bis KiifjlMi speaking
Sixth. -- If a loss Is discovered and
an advertisement printed offer a suffiCleveland posed for the camera at the and more artificial friends. Or.
best known poem is "The cient reward.
same time that he did. Time and grief
over the loss of her daughter Kuth Wreck of the .lulie I'lante," which Is a
It Is not only thieves one has to
have given to her countenance a more striking; example of the dialect he em- guard against for the protection of
aerlous expression than It had when ploys.
his jewels, but the valuables themshe was mistress of the White Mouse.
selves require constant attention.
Edith Wharton.
Large and heavy stones must be look
Kdlih
In
Whar"The
of
House
Mirth"
The Prpxldlu.
ed at frequently by a jeweler or the
Is
The Presidio of San Francisco, which ton
by many considered to have prosetting becomes loosened and the stone
was one of the principal places of ref- duced the hook of the year, or. rather, falls out and Is lost
uge for sufferers from the earthquake of last year. Mrs. Wharton is In more
Turquoise must never be allowed to
and Are In that city, was established than one sense a society novelist, for touch soap or grease, though orientals
as an army post by the Spanish about
sometimes say It improves them to lie
100 years ago. it was first occupied by
for an hour or so In clear, clean, cold
water. Fearls need wearing, and to
Improve the coudltion of their skin
nothing is better than to place them
In a tumbler of sea water and put the
" .
tumbler In the sun. People suffering
A
from certain diseases must never wear
pearls. They have been known when
set In a ring to perish down to their
'
settings. Those taking certain drugs
must lay their pearls aside for the
time or they will discolor.
When arriving at a hotel the best
thing to do is to give all jewels, money
and valuables at once into the keeping
of the manager. If jewels are properly cared for they should be thoroughly
examined bv an expert every six
months In make sure that the setting,
the pins and the fastenings are In
good order.
It Is a dangerous place to pack valu
ables in a small hand bag unless that
bag is fasteued to the wrist or waist.
Cor nothing Is easier than to forget a
little hag when hurrying to catch a
tralu.
When removing a wrap it is advisable to take notice that brooches are
not unclasped.
Valuable jewels are
American troops in S4!) and is now the
often unfastened by the contact of an
division headquarters for the departouter garment.
ment of California. It is situated on a
she Is a society woman herself as well
slope overlooking Hie illy from Ihe
Hun lo Prepare Dried r'rait.
northwest and has one of the largest as a writer about society. She has alIf you will consider that, dried fruit
and uios"t important military hospitals ways enjoyed the advantages of wealth
a
of
and
is
member
the
fashionable
is fresh fruh: with the water dried out
In the new world. The reservation emcolony at Lenox, Mass., where she and of it ami more or less dirt gathered
braces over 1,5(1(1 acres.
her husband have a summer estate.
upon Its surface, two things will occur
to you to do to make it become someHerbert II. D. Primp.
Klitft Atf'iiiHi and Urlde.
Herbert II. D. Pelrce. whose controthing llk'e fresh fruit, says the New
First wash it thoroughKing Alfonso of Spain, who was York World.
versy with Itobert M. McWade, former
consul general at Canton, China, has married on May 31 to Princess Ena .if ly, iislnst If necessary several changes
Is
very popular with his of waier, bn! lie sure to get the fruit
attracted attention, was not long since Batteuberu.
appointed first minister of the fulled subjects. The king was born May 17, clean Then put It to soak In clean
1S8(1, and is dark complexloned
and water, completely covering the fruit
States to the new kingdom of Norway.
with an Inch of water above ii. Soak
He was often namat least twelve liiiura. and if the fruit
ed In the dispatches
docs not plump out very full keep It in
from Portsmouth,
N.Don't
H last sumuntil It will swell no more.
mer while the
cham;e (he water Iu soaking and cook
in Ihe water Ihe fruit was soaked in.
Russo-- J pauese
Boil gently for twenty minutes, then
peace commissionset ou back of Ihe stove to simmer uners were In sestil the fruit Is done and tender, using
sion, as he was
then third assistau'jtar iu cooking according to taste.
Mixed apricots, peaches and prunes,
ant secretary of
with a few larl plums to lend
state and In spe
make a delicious dish.
cial charge of the .
entertainment of the delegates, it was
How to Perfume a Cloaet.
Just prior tc this that Mr. Teirce had
To perfume a closet get two lengths
visited China on a commission to inof material the exact size and width
vestigate reports as to irregularities iu
the consular service. He made a reof your closet wall, place between this
material cotton batting scented with
port, on the strength of which Consul
General McWade was dismissed from
sachet powder, says the New York
World. Sew the material together and
the service. McWade afterward made
tuft It with ribbon bows or simply
countercharges against Mr. l'eirce.
The latter Is fifty-sistitch It down. Nail it to your closet
years of age, Is
wall or bang it up by tapes. This will
I graduate of Harvard and has been
not only perfume your clothes, but
many years In the diplomatic service.
make an admirable protection against
dust or the whitewash of the walls.
Hotr to Make Tea Panvh.
This Is a good formula for the helioFor a tea punch take one quart of
trope sachet powder, but you may not
to
of
tea
the
made
good
proportion
need so much as this: Iris powder, two
of
to
tea
one
four teaspooufuls
good
powdered rose leaves, one
pounds;
quart of boiling water, five
beans (In powder), six
tonka
pound;
clear lemon juice, two
ounces; vanilla busks, three ounces;
Juice from tart oranges, two
musk (in grains), two drams; essence
scant cupfuls granulated sugar and one
of almonds, live drops. Mix well and
the
lemon
Stir
water.,
pint apoilinaris
psss through a large sieve.
and orange Juice together and put then! fond of
sport. The ipieeu was born
bowl
with the tea, the Oct. 24, ISS7, and was
into a punch
baptized VictoHow A ToWaE" DaaajT Shoea.
apoilinaris and a couple of large pieces ria Euyenie Julie Ena. She Is tall and
Damp shoes are very difficult to polof ice. If possible add a handful of fair and of athletic build, is good look-luish. Try putting a drop or two of.
fresh .raspberries, but If these are not
and vivacious and fascinating in paraffin to the blacking, and you will
at hand use In their place an equal manner.
find they polish up at once.
quantity of pineapple dice.

s

OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO

BEBOER, Secretary.

j

CARE OF JEWELS.

Dr. Wllllnlii Henry Driimmniid.
lr. William Henry Drummond became (he poet of Hie
(.'anadiau
tiyliilnul because he loved the habitant.
All the back parishes of (.Juebec, In
which' die hnblliiiu, Ihe descendant of
(he pioneer of the
Canadian
woods,
makes liis home,
nre as familiar to
as
Or. Drummoiid
are (he sf reels of
Montreal, iu which
he goes back and
forth in the daily
practice of his promedicine.
fession,
Indeed,
they are
more familiar, for

.

MAIL AND

EXPRESS,

FREIGHT TRAINS OP THE SANTA FE WILL GC

BELEN TOWNSITE

Belen is the largest shipping point

LIMITED

FAST

ALL

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

letting

Old Meneo.

out with broad 80 and

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico,
Located on Helen Cut off of Santa Fe R'y

N

The Aledcan

Hw

to Itratro? Mutba.
There Ib a better lusurauce against
moths than the ordinary moth balls or
gum camphor, says Good Housekeeping. Put Into tlie bottom of the trunk
In which clothes are packed away a
small bottle of chloroform, say au
ounce or two, according to size of case.
Split the cork slightly, so that the
chloroform can gradually evaporate.
The fumes will kill not only moths, but
many disease germs. It would be an
exaggeration to say that the gas will
kill all bacteria as well as insects, but
certainly It is more efficacious than ordinary camphor. Of course care must
be taken not to inhale the fumes when
opening the chest.

Central has recentl)

plac ed on h:i!o tickets lo New York and
reliirn, RoiriEt via ihe Mexican Centr&l

lo either
Vera Cruz
thence l;i the lamoim

nr Tamplco,
Ward Steam-sl.'Line i.i Now yirk. The return
will he by rail over any line to R
Paso, mie entire rip. covering thou-- '
sands or miles, Unvnmi, Cuba, and its'
famous Mom Casile, Newport, and a1
dozen of the largest cities of the United Slaies, can he made for $122.50. A
more delightful
trip can not be
r
planned, as
privileges are
allowed and the tickets are good for
one year from the date of sale. The
trip includes the City of Mexico, the
"Paris of America."
Further Information can be secured by addressing
A. Uuloliery, Commercial Agent, El
How to Fill a Fountain Pea,
As-- ;
If you use one of the little glass and Paso, Texas, or W. D. Mnrdock,
rubber fillers, be careful to use It slow- sisiant General Passenger Agent, City
of Mexico.
ly both in taking ink from the bottle
and In putting it into the pcu so as to
avoid the air bubbles which hinder the
if you cRimot alTord to pay for a
smooth flow of the Ink when writing,
paper, subscribe for the Weekly
daily
says Tom Watson's Magazine. If the New Mexican Review and get the
bubbles form lu spite of you, take the cream of the week's
It la 6
rloings.
slightly unraveled end of a piece of good paper to send to your friends.
brown twine or splintered end of a
broken' match and push it Into the hubIf you want anything on earth try
bies until they disappear.
n New Mexican "art."

Santa Fe Central Railway System.
Sl NSHiNF ROUTE,

lTii)NCP
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How to Waab Rlbbona.
The washing of ribbons Is not always attended by the best results.
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
The following is a milliner's method
and most successful, says the Detroit
MASONIC.
Put the ribbon into a
basin of warm water, rub on some
good white soap and wash as you
Montnznma Lodge No
would anything else. While still wet
I. A. F. &. A. M. Reguiron on the right side with a hot iron
lar communication first
and when dry rub between the hands
Monday of pach month
as if washing it until all the stiffness
at Masonic Hall at 7:30
Is out, then iron again to remove the
I. m.
wrinkles. When ribbons are washed lu
11. F. STErilEMrs, W. M.
this way it is difficult to tell them
ALAN R. McCOUD, Cecy.
from new.
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Hon to Cure Seaalckueaa.
Sania Ko Chapter, No,
Bright red spectacles, accompanied
I, R. A. M.
Regular
a
of
calomel, form
by internal doses
convocation 2nd Monnew German specific against seasickday of each month at
ness.
It is deducted from Epstein's
Masonic Hall at 7: SO
Investigations on the influence of color
p. m.
on the blood vessels In the brain. Seaa. spitz, h. r.
sickness is due to lack of blood In the ARTHUR
SELIOMAN, Secy.
blood
to the
brain, while red sends
brain with a rush. By looking at one
Santa fe Commandery No
point for some time through the red
1, K. T. Regulnr conclave
glasses the patient Is rapidly cured.
fourth Monday in each
month at. Masonic Hall at
How to Relieve Pain.
m.
:M
W, K. GRIFFIN, R. C.
p.
An easily made poultice for sharp
W. H. KENNEDY, Recorder.
pain In side, etc., may be made from
vaseline aad mustard In the proportion
Suuta Fa Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
of tUD parts vaseline and one part
mustard. Mix together and spread on 14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
a piece of muslin as one would spread Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
on (lie third Saturday of each month
an ordinary poultice.
at 7: HA o'clock in the evening In
Masonic Hall, south aide ot Plaza.
The Place For Theui.
"Every once in awhile," said Bride-man- , Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
"I notice my wife cutting wed cordially Invited to attend.
ding notices out of the papers. I won- CHARLES FRANKLIN BASLKY. 32.
Venerable Master.
der what she does with them?"
"Probably," remarked Henpeck, "she PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec.
pastes them in a 'scrap'
I. O. O. F.
Ledger.

if

hnok."-Phl!a-del- pbia

Too Slrennoua.
Green I'll never patronize that fashionable dentist again. He has a double
pull.
Brown Why, how is that?
Green After pulling my tooth he proceeded to pull my leg. Columbus Dispatch.
Mra.

Frederick Fuuatou.

,
General Frederick
whose energy in handling the
situation in San Francisco during the
week following the earthquake elicited
great praise, has been captured several
times in the course
of bis career. Once
be was captured by
the Spanish in Cuba and again was
made a prisoner in
the very San Franwhich
has
cisco
been the scene of
bis most recent triumphs. The second time he was
captured it was by
a pretty San FranCisco girl. Miss Eda Blankert, while the
regiment he then commanded, the
Twentieth Kansas, was at the Presidio
awaiting orders to proceed fo the Philippines. The latter came before the
lovelorn colonel of the regiment bad
been acquainted with Miss Blankert a
short six weeks. There was no opportunity for a lengthy courtship, so they
married at once. Their wedding trip
was a walk arouad the blockand a
few hours later he sailed with his
Fun-aton-

Brigadier

-

O. O. F.,
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2,
meets every Thursday evening In Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Franrdseo street.
viaiuug uim.ieio
MAX KALTEK, N. O.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
wi'ii-oiun-

.

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights o.
Pylhlas. Regular meeting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at 8
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street.
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTRR, C. C.
K. R. S.
3. S. CANDELARlO,
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Fluamw,

Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso & Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa Fa,
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa F
with he Denver & Rio Grcnda Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W, H. ANDREWS,
3. B. GRIM3HAW,
Pres. and Grn. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK OIBERT,
Asst. Sec'y and Treas.
J. P. LYN6,
A. L, GRlMSMAW,
Trav. Freight and Pasa. Agt
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
General Offices, SanU Fe, New Mexico.

e

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TiMB. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY S1VE
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
PRICE-LIS-

'

lf

lf

B. P. O. E.

Ssma Fe U'dB9. No; 40, B. P. O. B.,
mills Its regi'lar session' on the secon
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting brothers are Invited and welNORMAN L. KING, I. R.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.

come.

Ux,

FRATERNAL UNION.
Fe Lodgs, No. 269, Fraternal
Union of America. Regular meetings
first and third Mondays in each month
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Follows' Hall,
San Francisco street Visiting Frat-er?--

s

welcome.
R, L. BACa, fraternal Mastwr.
DAVID QONZALH9, Secy.
UAUOI1 U MONTOYA, Tres

T

lie
Slamp, not over 2 inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2J and not over 3J inches long. .?0c
Each additional lino on same stamp, 15c
One-lin-e
Stamp, over 3J and not over 5 inches long. . . .Hffc
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
ic
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Ourved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c eitra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-hainch in size, we charge
for one line for each one-hainch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater, any town and date for ten years
$1.00
iOc
ledger Dater, month, day and year in
35c
Regular line Dater
Defiance or Model Band Dater
.$1.50
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.50
1.00
Pearl Check Protector
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
10c; 2x3, 15c; 2ix3i, 25c; 2x4i, 35c; 3Jx6J, 60c;
One-lin- o

41x71, 75c.
FOB TYPE SPECIMENS

ADDRESS

jIEW PEXICAS PRIfJTIfJG CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

.

o

PACt

E1QM

SA5JTA 115

..

MEXICAN; SAXTA FE, X.1M.

CERTIFICATE OF AMENDMENT
meal was filed for record on the lath
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION. day of July, A. D. 1900, at 9 o'clock a. SOCIAL AND PERSONAL
m., and was duly recorded In hook
(Continued from Page Four)
Territory of New Mexico, office of the M l of the records of Deeds, page (127,
(,'eri lllcate of comparion this l!)lh day of July, A. 1). l!)0f.
Secretary
W. A. Buddecke. president of the
son.
Witness my hand ana seal of olLas Vegas' Railway and Power ComI, .1. VV. UaynoUls, Secretary of the flee.
pany, who has been in St. Louis for
MARCOS CASTILLO,
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
No. 250 San Francisco Street.
the past six weeks, lias returned to
PtiftltV Hint t)in.'is unu hlnH tVvf mi.
C. and Itecorder, Santa Fe County,
P,
the Meadow City.
tiiotei v feleprione No. 4 Meat Market Telephone No. 40 ln thls 0(nee 1U nlm, 0.elock a m on New Mexico.
The Misses Mildred unrl Artless
the Sixteenth day of July, A. D. 1906.
.1. T. SANDOVAL,
Deputy Browne, who have been on a visit
MINERAL WATER.
year. One can iiIwiivk eat. a sail ceruncaie 01 amendment, to articles
to Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Blackwell, at
of incorporation of II. II. Curtwright
II)
Coyote Artesian Mineral Water is herrin.u, per
and Brother increasing capital stock,
Raton, Thursday last returned to their
LIST.
LETTER
but-the
recommended
by
especially
home In the Meadow City.
tNo. 4400); and also, that have comuncalled
of
letrers
List
remaining
tiers for all kidney, liver and stomach
VINEGAR.
Miss Proudi'W, of Kansas City, Mispared the following copy of the same, for In the postolllce at Santa Fe N
troubles. Being artesian water It is
nnd Miss Newhall, of this city,
flood vinegar makes good salad.
with the original thereof now on file, M.. for
souri,
1900.
the week ending Aug. 11,
free from nil possible contamination.
We carry an assortment in bottles. and declare It to be a correct tranwho have been In Albuquerque' on a
will
weeks
two
within
for
not
culled
If
doz.
bottle
$l.C5.
Price per
15c, per
C. & B. Malt vinegar, quarts 35c.
script therefrom and of i.lie whole be sent to the dead letter office at visit to Hon. and Mrs. Frank W.
As a table water and for use in
thereof.
Kuner's Malt, 2.1c.
Clancy, have returned to Santa Fe.
making summer drinks tills water has
(liven under my hand anil the CI rent Washington.
C. T. Brown, of Socorro, left this
liayle's Terragon, pints, 20e.
Barela do
Brigida
iVpoduca,
no superior.
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico
liuyle's Terragon, quarts, line.
morning for the eastern part of So-- :
Mrs. S. .1.
Brothers,
corro county for the purpose of examTerragon vinegar gives a delightful at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital, Berisum, Mrs. L. M.
on tills Sixteenth day of July, A. U.
zest to a salad.
SUMMER DRINKS.
de
ining properties in that section. He
.losefita
Baca,
Baca,
190C.
will foe a.way from home several days.
We have an assortment of soda
Manuel
Baca,
.1.
V.
R. YNOl.DS,
Mrs. H. B. Piatt, of St. Louis, acwater, ginger ale, grape fruit Cham-Caldwell, James Guthrie
CANNED GOODS.
Secretary of New Mexico,
by her grand
daughter,
companied
Antonio
yagne, and nnfermented wines that
Onstiyo,
etc.
of
canned Huh, meals,
Our stock
of the stockholders
At a.
Miss Helen Porterfleld,
also of St.
is quite complete. Welch's Grape w ill be a suriiri.se to you, If you have of H. II. meeting
Dr. Jitdson
Daland,
and
Brother,
Cartwrigbl
duly
Uinis, arrived In t'he city Thursday
Juice, pints 30c, quarts Cue; Soda Wat- never seen it. We have a hundred called by the Board of Directors of Firk, Mrs.
n'ight for a visit to her daughters,
er, pints 3 for 25c, quarts 15c. Grape sorts to select from.
said Company, for the purpose of in Frost, Charles
Mrs. .1. B. Wood nnd Miss
Louise
Fruit Champagne, quarts loc and $1.05
Tonita
Cold boiled ham, large cans ,S5c.
creasing its capital slock, held at the Gallegos,
Piatt.
of the
Blood
grape champagne,
Guerrero,
Roque
I'nderwood's deviled ham, 2ac andjofiice of the Company in Santa Fe,
of Albuquerque, Sec-- i
Harry F.
quarts 30c.
New Mexico, til three o'clock on .Inly Gullerres, Francisco O
hjiic.
Cufermentcd wines and California!
retary of the Territorial Sheep Sanl-- I
twelfth. A. T). IflOC. If. B. Cartwrlght, Gonzales, Pedro Qulntana, y
Common deviled ham 05c and 10c.
eider 30c.
fary Board, and wife, have reached
president of Inn Company, and S. G. Gonzales,
Imported sardines lic, to 40c.
home from a month's stay at Long
I'!.
Juan
of
Gallegos,
('rape juice builds up the system
the
Company,
Sardines a la liordelaise. fish shaped Cartwrlght, secretary
Beach,. California. En route Mrs. Lee
is a food and a delightful beverage.
acting respectively as chairman and H inkle, Mrs. J. .1.
tine 2c two for $35.
remained in Gallup for a short visit, to
secretary of the meeting, the following Herrera, R. H.
lb. Jars Griffin nreserves 25c.
friends.
Herrera. Santiago
action was taken;
Tall jars Feriiilell preserves lite.
I Mrs. Fred Harvey and daughter,
MALT EXTRACTS.
Mrs. Horace
On roll call the following stockholdJayne,
Are you run down? Do you need a
Mrs. ,1. F. Huckel, of Leavenworth.
ers were found to be present either Koury, Alexander
bracer? Then use Malt Nutrlne or
CANTALOUPES.
Kansas, have gone to Coronado, Call-- !
ln person, or by proxy, they being the Luccro, Mrs. TsabeMtn
These conSchlltz's Malt Extract.
Miss
We are now receiving daily ship- holders of all the stock of the Comfornia, for a six weeks' slay.
Lopez, Lorenzo
tain large quantities of hops, and are ments of cantaloupes.
several friends
Tlu'.v sell at pany outstanding:
Sybil Harvey and
Juan
Lucero,
sedatives and soporifics as well us live and ten cents each.
through New Mexico last
passed
in shares.
II, B. Cartwrlght,
Mora, .losefita
tlesh builders.
S. G. Cartwrlght, Me shares.
Thursday fur a visit to the Grand CanMartinez, Ellas Baca
on.
Malt Nutrine
especially, contains
Manuel Valdes, proxy held by II Martinez, Pedro
BAYLE'S SPECIALTIES.
.Mrs, N. B. Field,
of Albuquerque
snare.
B. Cartwrlght,
quantities grape sugar.
Juana
Sra.
Martinez,
25c.
Saratoga chip potatoes lb,
Miss Otero, arrived last evening
Per bottle 20c per dozen, $2.35,
and
Lizzie Ogle, proxy held by II B.
Antonio
y
Ortiz,
Ortiz,
Pretzels, per pound 15c.
from the Field cottage on the Pecos
Cartwrlght, 12 shares.
Ortiz, Paublita Rodrlgues
Salted peanuts, pound 25c.
M. B. Cartwrlght, proxy held by
Forest Reserve, where 'they have soPritchard
Artliur
in
BONELESS HERRING.
are
dipped
lye
Bayle's pretzels
cnrtwrteht. 14 share.
during t'he past three weeks.
journed
R.
Mrs.
Nellie
Randolph,
Mrs. Field will be a guest at the Ber-- ;
liayle's boneless and skinned her- and baked over an open fire Thar is
Mary S. Harronn, proxy held by IT Ribern.
Lupe
B. Cartwrigbt, (! shares.
ring make a fine dish this time of why they are better.
gere residence for some days before
Ruiz, Ysidoro
George V. Hickox, proxy held by IT Simenlal, Domingo 12)
returning to the Pecos Resorve.
B. Cartwrigbt, 70 shares.
Otero, who left here
B. L.
Sarrels,
aCroline E. Hinekloy, proxy he hi by
for the sheep ranches of the
Thursday
L.
J.
Smith,
H. B. Cartwrlght. 03 shares.
Salado Live Stock Company in Gttada-- ;
KAMriSC(. DKUUOO.
Mrs. Anna
IEVIS HITOHKS.
C. AV. Shock, proxy held by II. Tl Spann,
lupe county, upon receiving a dispatch
Sandoval, F. Rlbera, y
HUGHES & DELGADO.
shares.
Cartwrltrht.
yesterday at Pasture, announcing the
Frank
Sandoval,
B
Paul F. Straub. proxy held by II.
death of Judge Lafayette Rmmett.
Telles, Lucas
Cartwrlght, 50 shares.
to this city last evening to
'returned
d alt
It was moved and seconded that the Tafoya, Juan
mtve o:ne choice property fur the person with small capital
at. the funeral of Ms late
be
present
rare bargains for ibe wealthy. Let us show you nur ll' t', property.
capital stock of the Company he In Vergollo, Joe
father-in-latomorrow afternoon.
N.
M.
Valencia,
:
:
Fe
six
shares
of
Roque
:
hundred
creased from
Santa
Office West Side of Plaza,
Mrs. James A. Carroll, 'wife of Snp-- ;
Jose
the par value of one hundred dollars Varela,
erintendent Carroll of. the Mescalero
to one thousand shares of the par val Ward, Mr.
Apache Reservation and daughter,
In calling please say "advertised'
ue of one hundred dollars, one half
Miss Eloise, have returned home after
of the total amount to be preferred nnd zIvp the date.
....
.
..
i.
" Pleasant, visit,(l or mree weeus to iais
PALL K F WXLTER
stock and fine half to be common
Angeles wid other California coast
Postmaster
stock, the shares not. already issued,
ir, a'. rowxsE.wi
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MANAGER.

Have to Hurry
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SCHOOL.
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The following have been appointed
nottriw public bv the governor: Jose
Ma. Chaves,
Abiquiu. Rio Arriba
county; Tomas A.tlurule, Albuquerque.
Bernalillo countv; Hernial) Perlsteln.
Tueuiucari, Quay county; Ira P.
Rotwell, Chaves county; (art L.
Ilaherlein. Cnesta, Taos county
Wet-mor-

DENVER ts

W. G.

Tight,
N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE,

M GRANDE

"Scenic Line of the World.

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

TO HZZ1Z
DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

Connection at Donvor with aU litvM East and West
Time a Quick and Rate at Low ai Other Line.
PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on aO Through Train.
No Tiresome Delay at Any Station.
Tor

I!loitrted Advertising Matter r Information Addrrw.

Almost every family hat need
relikbU remedy for colic or
of
dunhe t some time during th

THE ORIGINAL

yer.

STORE

J. S. CANDELARIO, PROP.
San Francisco St.
301-30-

for the Best

As-- I

of

CURIOS AND CHIMAYO AND NAVA-- !
HO INDIAN BLANKETS.

Opals and Turquois
Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and
dian Curio in the United Stae.

in-- 1

r

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. and T. A., DENVER, COLORADO,
A. S BARNEY, T, P. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

A GOOD SQUARE
MEAL..
Maltes a man feel at peace with the
whole world. You ca get It at the
Bon Ton Hotb! and Lunch Counter.

Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy

pick.

sortment

AI'l'OI XTKi.

KTI-- :

tioveruor Hagnrman today appointed
Judge N. IS. Linighlln of tills cltv as a
member of the Hoard of Trustees of the
New Mexico liefurm School, vleoO. N.
Marion of Alb..qiimiii whose term has
e: pired.

advertisers get Irade.

Chamberlain's

just from Mexico arrived ln
Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful
assortment of Mexican drawn work.
She needed money and we bought all
she had. Come quiclt and get the

We Arit Headquarters

I'OSTM

Ymiile II. Leeds appointed pottuuiMer
alSeanui, Ya.lene.la County.
M'cum-'.iuo.utn of tisi si k. s. new mux- -

Pes.

vices.

MEXICO.

A lady

i

in

Cruces,

New Mexico.
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OLD ; CURIO

Las

per month from
April 4, 1900; Jose Fermin Gallegos, of
San Rafael, original pension frt per
month from October IV, 1(105.

of

iOBETTO ACADEMY
SAMTa FE. NEW

first

follows:
Dlonlciu I'anii, of
crease of pension S3

UNIVERSITY

,

FOR THE

You'll

The penjlon oftlce after examination
and recommendations by
Delegatu VV, n. Andrews, ban granted
pensions to Naw Mexico veterans an

of the claims

r

.

J. W. MALETTE,

I'KNSIllNS OHAXI'ICI).
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mtn-antll-

SULPHUR SPIRNCS,

MATTERS,

Church of the Holy Faith, (Episcopal.)
New Mexican advertisers get trade.
Rev. V. R. Dye In charge.
Sunday school nt 9:45 a. m.
Morning Prayer with sermon at II
o'clock. The sermon by the Rev. Dr.
Wasson, of New York. Evening prayer at 5 o'clock. Litany service Wednesday afternoon nt 5:30 o'clock.
All cordially invited.
St. John's Methodist Church.
. .
. .
service at, 11 o'clock.
Morning
Theme "Ownership and
Service."
7:45. Theme
Evening
Service,
"Joseph from Prison to Palace." This
Is the second sermon in the series of
"Men who have Made History." Sunday School, 9:15. Epworth League,
OPENS MONDAY, AUGUST 20.
6:45. Leader. C. 11. Wihite. A wel-uue to all these se:vre
Preparaory, Commercial, Normal,
Engineering, College, and
First Presbyterian Church.
departments.
Rev. Ceo. F. Sevier, pastor.
Complete faculty.
Sunday school 9:15 a. m,
Seven buildings, including two new
Preaching service at It o'clock.
dormitories.
Sermon by Rev. Chns. Stephens.
Beautiful campus and healthful surJunior C. E. at 2:30 p. in.
Y. P. S. C. E. (!:15 p. in.
roundings.
For further Information address.
No other evening services.
Public cordially invlled tu till ser-

LEDGERS.

BOOKS

OFFICIAL

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Cathedral.
Tenth Sunday after Pentecosi,
August 12, 1900.
First mass at C o'clock a. in.
Second mass at 9;:!0. Sermon In
English.
Third mass at 10:30. Sermon ln
Spanish.
At 0:30 p. m Vespers and Benedic-

t"!

mec-tin-

Mercantile Stationery

HO

themselves. Albu
proposition for
querque Citizen.
Assessor George F. Albright, of Bernalillo county and son, have returned
to Albuquerque from an outing on the
California Coast.
Katherine Isabel Chaves, who has
been confined to her home on Palace
Avenue on account, of illness for the
past few days, Is much better and
able to he about.
Albert Zeigler, a member of the
Zeigler, Kahn and Hide Company at
Trinidad, Colorado, spent today in the
city on business. He has been through
southern New Mexico, where he did
some business ln his line. He was a
resident of White Oaks, Lincoln County, tor many years, where he and his
brother conducted a mercantile establishment. This Is ibis first visit to the
the Capital of New 'Mexico and he is
charmed with the scenic beauty surrounding the town, with lis groal
climate nnd with Its general appearance.

'""','--

-- ir iilMtil'-
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OPENS SEPTBMBB R

6, 1906.

J. M. DIAZ, M.
202 Water Street

Office
in

This remedy it recommended
by dealen who have told it far
many yean and know it value.
It hat received thousand of

I

testimonials from grateful people.
It has been prescribed by physicians with the most satisfactory
results.
It has often saved life before
medicine could have been sent for
et physician summoned.
It only costs
Can
quarter.
ou afford to risk so much for s

Flrt

!e

BUY IT NOW.

3

p,

D.

Telephone No 30.

Bcnrs

m., except,

:

Wednesday

ard Sunday.
PRIVATE HOSPITAL
class nrrnmmndBtlnns

for

limited number of patlonta.
New operating rooms completely
equipped with modern Instru-

X

ments. Faradlc, galvanic
and static electricity.
Raysand Radiographic work.
Violet Rays. Phototherapy,
Ozone Generator, Etc,

r

